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FOREIGN AND MILITARY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 

Friday, March 12, 1976 

United States Senate, 

Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations with Respect to 

Intelligence Activities, 

Washington, D. C. 

· The Committee met, pursuant to 'recess, at 2:25 o'clock 

p.m., . in Room S-407, the Capitol,· Senator Walter D.-Huddleston 

(Chairman of the Sabcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Huddleston (presiding), Hart of 

Colorado arid Mathias. 

Staff: Wiiliam G. Miller, Staff Director: and David 

Aaron, Elliot Maxwell, Ric, Inderfurth, Joseph diGenova, 

Charles Kirbow, Al Quanbeck, Elizabeth Culbreath and Bob 

Professional Staff Members. 

... ,.,.,. "' If!! r ,_ . .,... ~~;~.,..· 

Kelley, 
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Tt.tP SECRET 2 

1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

2 Senator Huddleston. The Committee will come to order. 

3 Shall we go to 4l(c). directly? 

4 Mr~ Aaron. I don't see why not. I think the rest of it · 

5 is pretty much accepted. 

6 Senat6r Huddleston. Why is this i~ brack~ts? Is th~re 

. 
7 a question of whether or not this is a conclusion or whether 

8 it will be included in here? 

9 Mr. Aaron. It's whether it ought to be included as an . 

10 example of these two things. 

11 I guess I will state my view .. 

12 Mr. Miller. 4l{c)? 

. 13 Mr. Aaron. 41 {c) • 

14 Mr. Kirbow. About half way down, .where it starts, "The 

15 Intelligence Committee staff" -~ 

16 Mr. Aaron. My only point for including it is to try to 

17 make vivid the problem which is described, you know, in just 

18 plain general language in the fe~ sentences preceding, and 

19 to add to that, this is the problem of a lot of raw intelli-

20 gence ~uddenly i~pact on anal~sts, ~ ~s well as the other 

21 problem, which is that there is this difficulty of trying to 

22 predic~, ess~ntially, acts which · from the standpoint of Washing 01 

23 D. c. and Langley, Virginia, just don't seem rational, and 

24 · it is in the hope that people will be rational and so forth. 

25 I think there is some exception to that, because the term, 
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1 which is not mine but which is in ·the quote from the post 

2 mortem, uses the term "bias," and. that may have a perjorative 

3 quality to it. But the reason it is included i's to simply poin 

4 out that .it is just an awfully hard problem to, you know, use 

5 a ration~!. system and to be rationa~ men trying t6 deal with 

6 a situation -which, from our standpoints, are not rational. 

7 Senator Huddleston. Both of these inst~nces have beeri 

8 listed in the press, have they not, a~ int~lligence failur~s? 

9 Mr. Miller. By Pike. 

10 Mr. Aaron. The Pike committee has charged they were. The 

11 community's own post mortem staff has viewed them .from that 

12 standpoint. 

\ 131 
14 I 

I am not trying to ·put the Committee .on record as agreeing 

that th~y are failures, particularly, . although I don't think 

1.5 there is much .difference o.f opinion in the Community as to_ 

16 whether failure to foresee tlfe Cyprus coup as opposed to some 

· 17 of the things that happened after it, was a kind of failure, 

18 because the situation there was ~that they had in fact 

19 predicted that if certain things took place, you know, Ionides 

20 . became head· of the Greek junta;if Makarios ·moved against the 

21 Greek office~s in the National Guard, that really there was 

22 a very good chance that there would be a coup. 

23 Mr. Kirbow. Wasn't all of that fur~ished by the 

I ' 24 analysts in the community to the highestpolicy levels qf the 

25 government? 

Docid:32423515 P~ge 6 
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1 Mr. Aaron. That's correct. 

2 Mr. Kirbow. Several weeks ~n advance. · 

3 ·Mr. Aaron. That is correct, and then what happened, 

4 
apparently, was that two things happened. One, the Greek 

5 
press, our intelligence officers, embassy people with the 

6 exception of the embassy in Cyprus, all became preoccupi~d 

7 
with what was going on with the Aegian Sea,·and there was a 

8 
struggle between the Greeks and the Turks over the oil there, 

9 
and that became a hot item. And'there was also concern about 

10 
conflict, and there was a big intellig.ence collection on that 

11 
subject. And so Cyprus became kind of a sidelight •. That's one 

12 
thing. 

13 
The second thing that happenedwas we got some raw 

14 
intelligence which said Ionides has decided to cool it, don't 

15 
worry, and so forth. And the Agency analysts accepted that, 

. . 

16 
and in effect said.temperatures are dropping, things are coolin 

17 
off and so forth, so that even though what· they predict'ed ·would 

18 
precipitate a coup began to take:pl:ace, they didn't stick 

·with .their own original ~stimates. So they were kind of led 
19 

20 
astray with both this innundation of foreign information and 

21 
the. fact that-- that's.how the post mortem put is, onto saying 

22 
if you want to see or if you want an example of when this 

23 
general point took place, the tc ·staff says tha~'s at least 

24 
one of them. 

25 
Senator Huddleston.· I want to make sure it was the 
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1 intelligence community staff that,made that judgment. 

2 Mr. Aaron. That is correct. In fact, that rec;1lly ought 

3 to be capitalized. 

4 Senator Huddleston. I think it ought to be left in there 

5 to give a· little more flavor to the report. 

6 Mr. Bader. Senator, may I speak to· the other side 

7 before you make that decision? 

-a And Mr. ~irbow can speak for himself. 

9 Senator Huddleston.- I hate to be thoroughly confused 

10 by the facts though. 

11 Mr. Bader. I think in the beginning it is bracketed 

12 because there is ·some disagreement among the staff a·s to the 

13 appropriateness and usefulness oi putting this in, this 

14 information into th~s particular 'report. Let me separate the 

15 two elements of this footnote- or !suggested addition to it. 

16 The· one -goes to the question of. the analytical bias. This is 

17 a very difficult and complicated :point to make, and as David 
. •. 'I 

18 .has suggested, there is the perjqrative weight to the word 

' 

19 "bias." It is a domplicated p6int to understand and analysts 

20 worry about this a great deal as ·they approach the estimative 

21 and other intelligence busin~ss because they are constant!~ 

22 faced with the problem of how to anticipate the ---in some 

23 cases how to anticipate the rational behavior. 

24 · The word 11 bias" here is used in the sense that the 

25 analyst is biased in the directi6n of thinking that individuals 
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i 
act rationally when they make dedisions. 

i 
I 

6 

My objection to including the second half of this conclusio 

3 is that it isn't really importantly related, or related at all 

4 to the -paragraph that it is part ;of. I think the first part 

5 of it that has to do with Cyprus is an illustration of the 
' . 

6 problems that raw intelligence i~ great quantity give .the 

7 analyst, who is working a crisis .situation-,· is perfectly 

8 1 appropriate, as far as the subst~nce of it is boncerned, to 

9 the paragraph, the s~cond part o~ which, of this analytical 

10 bias·I think flows from that paragraph. As a start, I think 

11 you would need a great.--- deal more explanation in the text to -

12 talk about this. 

13 It se~s to me it is a throwaway poiilt that comes at the 

. • . ·, 1 . • 

14 end of it) , though I accept ~t as :an ~ssue~ 

15 As far as the_ intelligence community tasks, seeing this 

16 as one of the reasons f6r failin~ to foresee the coup in 

17 Cyprus in 1974 ; it is perfectly correct. That is what the 

18 intelligence community staff post mortem: ,does in fact say the 

19 hesitations that some of us had, :or I had about the conclusions 
! -

20 of this. is that we had not done Cyprus as a ·case study. We 

21 haven't taken testimony on it. We have the one statement · -

22 that comes from a credible source, · _which is the IC staff in 

23 - its post mortem. 

24 - Senator Huddleston. Which we are quoting. 

25 Mr. Bad~r. Which we are quqting. So I think the 
T".._ ~~,.,. ~.,. 
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1 IC staff r:eference takes away most of the problems that I have .. 

2 My recommendation would really be here that wekeep the 

3 first part and drop the second part, that is, the analytical 

4 bias. 

5 I think the first footnote or part of the text is an 

6 illustration, is an example of just what we.'re talking about, · 

7 and the rest of the part of it. I think on the second part 

8 we are talking about analytical bias. There is not enough 

g text. to really give the reader a sense of quite what we mean 

10 about it. 

11 So that would be my recommendation. 

12 I think Mr. Kirbow has another view. 

13 Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, this was, I think, four or more 

14 times, I know specificaliy considered by the staff with all 

15 of the people that appeared to have · an interest in it being 

16 present, and it had been decided as a policy type matter that 

17 Since . all of the original information had been furnished both 

18 to the policy makers at the highest level, and that ther 

19 themselves had a requirement and were levying on the . intelli-

20 gence community, on this new Aegean Sea problem, that they too 

21 were being furnished .great amounts of raw intelligence at their 

22 request, along with the analysts fumbling this, and even 

23 th.:Ls last ·bit. of raw intelligence . which carne from a source in 

24 Athens, and by the way, a new source, not • one that we had 

25 relied on before or had great trust in being absolutely good, s u: 

Tn" c:~,-n I!:T. 
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1 raw evidence, was made available. The decision had be.en made 

2 that -- the final concluding words in the paragraph discussing 

3 this sort of thing would read something like the failure to take 

4 effective- action to prevent such invasion was a policy failure 

5 and not an intelligence failure, and I think that basically 

6 we don't ever hold postmortems in:the intelligence community 

7 on the failure of the Secretary of State or the President or 

8 the Secretary of Defense to act in accordance with a policy 

9 procedure. We always hold post mortems on; kind of down at 

10 the level of the analyst, and wh~t-did he get and did he'fail 

11 to properly advise. 

12 The record be:f;ore this Committee, except for the post 

13 mortem -- and we have no great weight given to the post mortem 

14 that I can see from any evidence in the record, or anything 

15 cited by the intelligence community, I just think it unfair 

16 for this Committee to decide, without almost a preponder'ance 

17 of evidence, -to kind of indict those analysts that were working 

18 this problem at that time, placing no blame whatever on the. 

19 policy makers who had exactly the. same information plus all 

20 of the other information that the analyst never has as to what 

21 the policies of the governments really are in this case. 

22 Secondly, I agree perfectly with Mr. Bader on this analyst 

23 bias. Americans are the _product of our background, and we 

24 always weigh other people as best we can, if y6u are in the 

25 analytica~ business, based upon yo~r own experiences. and 

Tn" «!~,..,~..-
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1 whatnot, and I just don't think th*t .to rub these two together 

2 here, also, it makes a good point for theCommittee, _if you are 

3 going to use them at all, it should be put in another section. 

4 And thirdly, there really hasn't been a Cyprus study or 

5 even a comment from the State Department or anyone else as to 

6 whether or not the information they had was adequate to meet 

7 whatever decision they wanted. 

8 And I just don't think it well serves the Committee that 

9 we don't have a-better picture, that this kind of recommendatio 

10 is kind of a conclusion drawn, I think, from amon:g the staff 

11 and not totally supported by investigation. 

12 Mr. Aaron. Well, just let me say·, I think . you have heard · 

13 the arguments, so I want to clarify one point, and that is the 

14 point about intelligence failures versus policy failures is 

15 made on the paper on page 4lb. I think we all agree on that · 

16 statement. It simply says there i~ a difference between the 

17 two. The u~s. had intelligence on the~ssibility of a 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Turkish invasion of Cyprus in '74. ' The problem .of taking 
. i 

effective action to prevent such an invasion was a .policy 

question on intelligence failure. 

I think we capture that point, and ori the other point, 

this is simply drawing on documentary evidence available to 

the staff to illustrate a point. 

Senator Huddleston. We also have something of a disclaimer 

tm-1ard the effort on the reflection of the - intelligencE;! analyst, 

... ,.,.. ... ~P.,. ... IP.!' .. 
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1 it seems to me. 

2 It seems to me we are talking about improving the analytic 

3 operation, and it just seems appropriate to point to some 

4 .specific instances, especially whe~ we are qUoting some other 

5 group that has a certain amount of stature •. . I don't know that 

6 we can make that any stronger there. We could say this · 

7 possibility was indicated by the Committee or i:he·intelligence 

8 community staff report, or emphasize that it is the community 

9 staff, the intelligence community staff itself indicated this 

10 · possibility. 

11 Mr. Aaron. Just say II saw this as part of the problem." 

12 Senator Hudd·leston. Yeah. 

I 

13 Mr. diGenova. The word itself also emphasizing the self- . 

14 analytical aspect .• 

15 Mr.. Maxwell. The latter part of that quote, I'm not sure 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

whether it doesn't detract from the impact, say,tng the 

intelligence community s~w this as one of the reasons for 
·, 

failing t6 foresee the coup in Cyp~us, because it seems to 

imply that analysts will make predictions based on what they 

believe ratione~.l people will do seems a fairly straightforw.;lrd 

point, but .it breaks up the impact of the earlier statement. 

Mr. Aaroh~ Well, as far as the latter statement is concerne 

I would agree with Bill's point here that it doesn't necessarily . : . 

24 flow from .the thing we ate talking about before, which . is the 

25 abundance of 
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1 Seina tor Huddleston. : You are relating two problems,· aren • t 

2 you?.You say "in this cortnection". 

3 Mr. Aaron. It'turns out that there is another problem tha 

4 is involved in that case. There is not really. The thing is, 

5 and I agree that it is a very c6mplicated problem. It just 

6 strikes me as one which, because it is a problem, and I think 

7 as Charlie says, it.is a big thing that we all have to live 

· 8 .with. . It is the. kind of points that people need to understand 

9 that this is a problem,· you know. We- don't make any recommen-

10 dati6ns about how people.ought to be irrational. I mean, there 

. 11 is no way to do that. But it is just an effort to try to 

12 give a different side to the problem. 

13 Mr. Bader. Mr .. Chaitman, one possibility is that we could 

14 separate these two, the intelligence community staff and its 

15 reflection on the· Cy_prus problem,which flows· dir~ctly, as an 

16 ·example, from the-text.that goes before it~ from the general· 

17 to the sp~cific; and thert perhaps include this analytical bias 

18 point which goes to another country and mak.es ·it_a separate 

19 ~oint, as part of the body of the larger paper that supports 

20 this, the backup paper·. 

21 Mr. Aaron. See, I have the feeling is thequote reac;l: 

22 An old and familiar analytical problem," we 1 d all· feel more . . . -

23 comfortable with the quote because it would not have the 

24 ' I 

peJ~jorative little tw~st to it, and maybe we should one 

25 of the things that we could do·,· we 1 d simply say, is to take 
.,." ... ~ ... .,..."'~ ... 
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the quote off of "and" .and just say ~'An old and familiar 

analytical problem"· that perhaps, I mean, we wouldn • t· be doing . 

much violation to ·the statement of the IC staff, and we would 

not be removing the perjorative. 

Senator Huddleston. Would it be any better to paraphrase 

that rather than taking it in full1 

Mr. Aaron. Yeah, we could do that, too. 

Ha:y:be we could do that -- why don't we take that and 

do a paraphrase, and maybe you can pu~ that paraphrase in 

such a way that it would help meet the complexity of the 

problem. 

Senator Huddleston. You're talking about improving the 

professionalism or effe~tiveness of analys{s. It seems to me 

14 one of the things we pave to do is to find some way to. overcome 

15 the natural tendency of people to do what it says here, expect· 

16 that rationality will prevail,. or expect that people won't 

17 do obvious and very rational things. 

18 I would like to see the reference in there somewhere, just 

19 to give a little extra· impetus and emphasis to this one section 

20 and . I believe this whole question of analysis is one that is 

21 very important_. 

22 Do you have any thoughts on that? 

23 Mr. Inderfurth. I agree. . . ' 

24 Senator Huddleston.: All right, would you agree with an• 

25 attempt to do a little paraphrasing there instead of a quote? 

.,. ,... _IP' «! P,. n ~e,.. 
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1 Senator Hart df Colorado. Well, if I had my 'druthers, 

2 I'd l~·ave the direct quote •. 

3 Senator Huddle.ston. Well, . I think the direct quote has· 

4 one thing going for it, and that is, it is a direct quote, and . 

5 it is taken -from a group that is identiff~d. · 

6 Mr. Aaron. I think if we _ just take thequote of "the 

7 old and familiar analytical bias" section. 

8 Senator Huddleston. The word "bias" has a connotation 

9 I think that might make it hard to understand. 
.. 

10 Mr. Aaron. · Ne might have to move _that little paragraph 

11 · to a little later, where it would fall in better. 

12 Mr • . Maxwell.- Just for those people, . for the late reader, 

13 perhaps in the top paragraph on 41, the carryover, 4lc~ the 

14 carryover paragraph, ·it may make sense to try to illuminate 

15 what is the kind of policy maker's lust for the latest. fact, 

16 because it is not on its face, _I thi~k, so clear that the 

17 policy maker would be or would want · that raw fact~ and yet it · 

18 -is the latest cable or the latest SIGINT ~r whatever. 

19 Mr. Aaron. · I think we -need a · little : introduction here 

20 .about policy makers want the latest news. 

· 21 Mr. Maxwell. That's the point~ 

22 Mr. Aaron. And producers of finished intelligence have 

23 to compete. 

24 Mr. Maxwell. · That's my point. 

25 And the bottom paragr~ph, is there a ne~d for an 
T-" ._ ~ ,.. .,... "-' ,. .. 
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1 example, or does it speak for itself, that the analysts aren't 

2 in part sufficiently informed about national policies and 

3 programs.. I mean, one exampl~ traditionally has been covert 

4 action, but I wonder if there are other examples that would make 

·5 that point as well. 

6 Mr. Aaron. Oh, yes, there are other examples. I think 

7 a lot ·of the -- or one· of the major ones, for example, analysts 

8 trying to predict or foresee or suggest the trend of our •,. 

9 relationships with Japan, were unaware of the ~rip to China, 

10 and they never knew it wasgoing to happen, and the Nixon 

11 shocks had a major impact on a lot of Other things we were 

12 .concerned about. 

13 Mr. Maxwe.ll. That may be a good example to capture the 

14 point here, if people th~nk it is not as clear. 

15 Mr. Aaron. Well, that is my example. 

16 Mr. Kirbow. But that's also the thing we take up in 

17 Recommendation No. 29, that policy .decisions don't feed down 

18 fully or rapidly enough to keep the analysts in the main stream 

19' sometimes. 

'20 Mr. Maxwell. Perhaps if it is going.to be our first 

21 recommendation, we might just add a factual· e.xample at the. 

22 bbttom of 4lc to make it clear ho~ important that is. 

2 3 Mr. Kirbow. The China trip may well be an example, because 

24 'it too is recent, it's well known, and there's nothing inflamma 

25 tory, I mea·n, nothing serious happened before or after. So. I 

... ,.. .... ~ P.,. "' I'!.,. 
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1 think you can use that as an example. 

2 Mr. Aaron. And of course, the China trip had impacts 

3 quite beyond Japan. That's one you could look· at very carefully · 

4 because it had a big impact on the Soviet Union· and a couple of 

5 other areas. 

6 Now, turning -- and beyond that I don't think there are 

7 any .other 

8 Senator rtuddleston. Well, . let me suggest on 4lc, the 

9 first paragraph after the section we were just dealing with, 

10 -it seems to me we have made an unnecessarily long sentence 
. . 

' 11 there in that one paragr~ph that might really have more impact · 
p . 

12 if we just eliminated th~t middle section of it • 
... 
f. 

13 Mr. Kirbow. Mr .• Chairman, I think that is just an over-

14 ·sight on our part. I believe we haddiscussedthat very thing. 

15 Senator Huddleston. I was wondering if (a) ought to be 

16 
f 

17 
r 

Mr. Kirbow. Intelligence , is. the principal. pl.lrpose of. all of ·our 
I •. ·. 

I 

18 intelligence·activities, and the Committee finds that such 

19 collection is unacceptabl~ -- .. . 

20 Mr. Maxwell. I think, Charlie, it has to be (a).. Covert 

21 · action. 

22 Mr. diGenova. There is a point I think the Committee is 

23 de-emphasizing .. in -one of its reports that. covert action is 
I 
1 

24 that important, that it •is an extreme tool to be used, and it 

25 would follow therefrom that really . the principal purpose would 
; 
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1 
be the production. 

Mr. Maxwell. ·But the principal purpose of all intelligence 

3 
activities •. 

4 
Mr. diGenova. Well, maybe •. 

5 
Mr. Kirbow. Unless the Chairman feels strongly •. 

6 
Senator Huddleston. Well, I think we can leave it (a) •. 

. ' 

7 
Mr. Kirbow., ·when you really think about it,. that is the 

8 
whole crux of intelligence, t~ough, is the.finished part of it. 

9 
Senator Huddleston.: I think it could very well be the 

10 
thing. 

11 
Mr. Aaron. The principle is lucid. 

12 
Senato·r Huddleston. · Well, the principle of the system is 

13 
tp provide our leaders with the guidance they need. 

14 
Mr.· Kirbow. In fact~ a lot ~f fini~hed intelligence, both 

15 
ahead and during, you wouldn't have any successful covert 

16 
operations at··all, large or small. 

Senator Huddleston. The word "finished" I guess implies 
17 

useable. 
18 

Mr. Kirbow. Put-it to a report form or summary type 
19 

form, Mr. Chairman, instead of the bits and pieces like a 
20 

21 
photograph or a cable and whatnot being supplied without it 

22 
being correlated into an:overall picture. 

I 

23 
. Senator Huddlest~n. i All right·~, we are in agreement there. 

I 

\ 24 
That ought to finish 4lcl 

25 
Mr. Aaron. All right, I think we can go on to.the. 
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1 recommendations~· 

2 The first one folJ,ows on after your point that you just 

3 made, which is that the Committee recommends a system he devise 

4 to assure that intelligence analysts are bette.r, more promptly 

5 informed on · u~s~ policies, prograrns, · particularly in the area 

6 of thei~ responsibility, and secondly, there is a change in 

7 the second·sentence of ' Recornrnendation No. 30. This is not, 

.8 , a Freudian · slip~ Analys,ts should . be able to advance to super-

g. .· grade positions without !laving to assume major managerial 

10 responsibilities. 
i 
I 

11 Senator Huddleston. · I saw that when I carne through. 

12 Mr. Maxwell. David,could I suggest a further amendment? 

13 Major managerial responsibilities .and with analytical capabilit e 

14 being the principal criteria • . unless you do thati the last 

15 ' sentence eliminates the possibility that an analysts .with 

16 managerial capabilities would be able to advance. 

17 Ms. Culbreath. No, he sa:ys analyst advancement, so if he 

18 starts advancing in the last sentence.. . 

19 Ms. Davis. I'm sorry, I don't understand. 

20 Mr. Maxwell. For analyst advancement, the person is an 

21 analyst until he becomes a manager, perhaps, so what I'~ saying 

22 · is, . if you say analysts should be able to .advance to supergra:de 

23 positions without having to assume major managerial responsi~ 

24 bilities and with analytic capability being the principal 

25 criteria, that ties in both thougts I think. 

,.." n ~ r.,..,. r.' .. 
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1 Mr. Culbreath. With analytical capability as theprincipal 

2 criteria? 

3 Mr. Kirbow. Would the word "able" bother you there instead 

4· of "being allowed to advance?" 

5 Ms. Culbreath. "Should be advanced." 

6 Mr. Kirbow. If you agree here in principle with what we 

7 are trying to say, then we can rewrite thi?, Senator. 

8 Senator Huddleston. Suppose you approach it from this 

9 angle, that supergrad~ po~itioni should. be available to. personn i 

10. on the basis of their analytic capabilities, period. 

11 Mr. Aaron. The flavor of managerial was we made it quite 

12 clear in the text·that the route up is through the management. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Okay, the third recommendation is that the Director of 

Intelligence seek to bring in more analysts from the outside, 

particularly at·the middle and upper grade level for both 

career and temporary positions. 

The next recommendation, that greater emphasis be place'd 

on the stimulating and development.of analytical methodologies· 

at all levels of management. We might-just say that this can 

be an effective exercise sometimes. I mean, there are a 

great deal of people interested in methodology,· and on the 

otner hand, it is one of those things that requires constant 

attention, and which the Agency itself needs some encouragement 

to continue doinq. It has some activities tinder way now. 

·b~ the beginriing, but now that they are in a transition, I thi k 
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1 the staff felt it would be important to give them some additiona 

2 encouragement . 

" 
3 Senator Hart of Colorado. What is .that? I don't understan 

4 what that meana. 

5 Mr. Aaron. lvell, it means, for example, trying to come up 

6 with a new technique for assessing-- well, we .have an example 

7 of · a new one that they just put in, and that is a new technique 

8 for assessing crop yields, and they use a combination o£ 

9 photography and a number of other things to make assessments .· · 

10 . long before even the Soviets knew what they were going to be 

11 getting, and that would be an analytical methodology in that 

12 particular area. 

13 Senator Huddleston • . They apparently changed their method 

14 on the Soviet Union's defense spending. 

15 Mr. Aaron. That's great. · Maybe we should encourage them 

16 to do that every year. 

17 Senator Hart .of Colorado. Will . everybody who reads this 

18 know what it means? . 

19 Senator Huddleston. I think the_ pe9ple who wrote it · 

20 don't know .what it means. 

21 (General laughter.) 

22 Mr. Maxwell. Would it be clearer if you don't have the la t 

23 five words? 

\ 24 Mr. diGenova . . ·Which- five? 

25 Mr. Maxwell. "At all levels of management ... 

Tnrt ~~,...-~ ... 
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1 Mr. Aaron. How. about ju~t saying, on .stimulating the 

2 development of new tools of analysis? 

3 .Senator Huddleston. Yeah, I think that probably would be 

4 be.tter, tools and methods. 

5 I don't see any reason for not having them both because 

.6 they do refer to two differell.t things. 

? Mr. Aaron. The final paragraph in the recommendations · 

8 · suggests that they encourage tours of duty outside the ·CIA; 

9 both outside the Government and other agencies of the Govern- . 

10 ment, and it goes back to your recommendation about 'the rationa 

11 behavior, in a sense. This is not to suggest· that if they go · 

12 to the State .Department they will learn what being irrational 

13 is all about, but --

14 Mr. diGenova. May I make a suggestion, that we say that 

15 if they do go to academic institutions, that they do so overtly. 

16 Mr. Aaron. · I think that is a · good point. 

17 Senator Hart of Colorado. I think you :have got some . 

18 problems there • 

19 Mr. diGenova. I think .that really jumps out at me, after 

20 that whole schtick we went through. : I'm serious. I'm not 

21 kidding at all. 

22 Mr. Kirbow. Every agency of the government has their own 

23 major postgraduate program. 

24 Mr. diGenova. But not the CIA. 

25 Mr. Kirbow. Do you want ·nothing but dummies in the CIA? 

TniD c-=~~J:T 
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1 Mr. diGenova •. · No, Charlie, I'm not syaing they shouldn't 

2 go. I am just wondering if that is an issue. We can' spend a :lo 

3 of time worrying about people being who they are. 

4 Ms. Culbreath. Analysts aren't.under cover. 

"5 Mr. Quanbeck. Generally they are under DOD cover. 

6 Mr. Miller. No, as a whole, they're generally known as 

7 CIA people. 

8 Mr. diGenova. No problem. 

Mr. Aaron. We can just say we encourage· ·analysts to 

10 assume general duties on an open basis with.other agencies. 

11 Mr. Miller. Yeah, that's good. 

12 Mr. Aaron. Well, we are through that one. 

13 Now we come to Section D on the reorganization of the 

14 CIA. That is page nuinber written 52, Section D .. 

15 Ms. Culbre~th. Can I ask a managerial question here? 

16 These handouts that we have been getting, like the one 

17 on proprietaries and covers, is this the one with our changes 

18 in it, following the Subcommittee consideration? 

19 Mr. Aaron. I hope not, but I can't assure .you. 

20 Ms. Culbreath. It's dated March 12th. 

21 Mr. Aa·ron. If it's dated March 12, it must he the new 

22' version. 

23 My instructions to the staff were not to redistribute· 

24 the- things we have been through but to hold them and put them 

25 together in a new book because we are creating a new book . ... ~" ~ ,...,.. .... ~""'. 
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1 Now, you may have gotten one anyway, but please treat it 

2 accordingly. 

3 . Ms. Culbreath. I guess I did. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 . 

10 

11 

Senator Huddleston. Where is what you just referred to? 

Mr. Aaron. Page 52. 

(Pause) 

Mr. Aaron. Mr. Chairman, · at the risk of .opening a chapter 

which we have already gone through, and of not taking a good 

suggestion fro~ Mr. Kirbow, nbt that they all aren't good, but 

instead o£ u•ing the China example on not being informed, we 

have a record· before the Committee on Chile. 

12 Mr. Maxwell. Fine. I think that is important. 

13 

i4 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

. 25 

·Mr. Aaron. In which the activities, the TRACK II and 

TRACK .!; for that matter, were not available to the Chile 

analysts, so that theii inalysis didn't r~flect what u.s. 

policy was in the area. 

Mr. Kirbow. I'll go along with you if you will go along 

with the fact that Mr. Kissinger withheld it from the Secretary 

of State and from everybody in the world that we beat the 

Chile thing to death. It's no longer chili, it's all . has. 

Mr. Bader. Mr. Chairman, a point here is whether the 

analyst is deprived or· is lacking information .about national . 

policies and ·programs at the tirrie he is doing his analytical 

thing, and we .do have a good reqord on Chile and most r~cently 

on Cambodia, and I .think that if we could fit this to that point 

.,..,... ft ~~If-" lf!'W" 
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1 on the production of · finished intelligence, I think we could 

2 stand behind it. 

3 · Mr.. Kirbow. I .thought we were just trying to come up with 

4 an example to demonstrate the fact that very high policy 

5 decisions such as the Presid~nt's impending trip there and 
. . . . . 

6 Mr. Kissi~g~r's negotiations in the Middie East had been a 

7 · constant daily thing which no ·one at the analytical ·level has 

8 . been told anywhere where they stand until it is finally publish d 

. . 9 in the New York Times, end they have no way to weigh what is 

10 . corning out of the Middle E~st on a day to day basis in the 

11 light of his negotiations because as h~ is s~rittling ba6k and 

12 forth, none of that stuff, to my knowledge, is fed down at that 

13 · level. In fact, I don't know that anybody but he and the 

14 President know what is going on at all, and the President 

15 probably kind of at the convenience of the negotiator. 

16 Ms. Davis. That'sprecisely why Colby swet up the 

17 National Intelligence Officer, and that person has on occasiona 

18 bases been privy to this so that he would get it from the 

19 . policy maker, and filtering it back to the analyst. aut howeve 

20 well it. is working is open to question. 

21 Mr. ~irbow. I don't have any objection to using Chile, 

Mr. Chairrna, but the only point I am making is if you are tryin 

23 to draw a person's attention to a real proble~, it doesn't do 

24 much good to dredge up yesterday's mashed pot~toes, because 

25 people don't pay much a-ttention because Chile has been overdone .. "" . ~,.~,..~""" 
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1 on the dealings of this Committee. If you want to draw a few 

2 new examples, I think it might be meaningful, and if you want 

3 to use Chile also, I don't have any objection, by the way. The 

4 · record : is clear on the position this corrutli tte.e has · taken on 

5 Chile. 

6 Mr. Maxwell. Well, Cambodia does add some fresh meat 

7 to the dinner table. 

8 Ms. Davis. We could use Cambodia after Mr. Helms response 

9 to our cable. 

10 Mr . Kirbow. We may ~ave difficulty in getting it back in 

11 time, and also in getting the . Cambodia thing · cleared, but 

12 use any tough example that you like. You might as well pick 

13 one that you don It have any .idea that Y0\1 won It get cleared at 

14 all, and then you'll pick another one ff itdoesn't clear at 

15 the last min\lte. 

16 Ms. Davis. Well, t have it-cleared, Charlie. 

17 Mr. Aaron. We will do something with ·an example. 

18 On the reorganization, the next .thing take up more or less · 

19 in order is the issue of reorganization of . the· CIA, and if 

20 I would suggest, it is only two pages long, and I would 

21 suggest ~ou might want to ' take a look at it. 

22 Mr. Inderfurth. I have his.comments, and I might just 

23 mention these to you now, something I think I might gave 

24 mentioned .. earliei. 

25 In the latest draft that I have~_.YQU don't state where 
TniP.' ~~~"l!r:T . 
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1 covert operations would be. The end of the first paragraph you 

2 .simply _say another for clandestine collection of foreign 

3 intelligence from human and technical sources and covert 

4 operations. 

5 (Pause) 

6 Mr. Aaron. I'm sorry. · The question· went to the question 

7 of where is covert action? 
. 

8 Mr~ Inderfurth. Yes, and right i at the ~nd of the first 

9 paragraph, if I've got an old draft. you ~ould just say "and 

10 covert operations, one for analysis under the· DCI, and another 

11 for clandestine collection and ~overt operations~ 

12 . Mr. Aaron. _Yes, that is the thought, . nothing more compli-

13 

14 

15 

16 

cated than that • . 

Mr. Inderfur:th. · And the other is . that .senator Hart though 

that it mi~ht . be appropriate to put .. in a little bit, just a 

cou~le of sentences on the executiveorder and how that relates 

. 17 .. to . this, just saying that there are two . deputies, and the fact 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

that the Deputy DCI will be running a CIA, and it's a step 

sort of in this direction. 

Mr. Aaron. Well·, this raises a -little broader question wh ' cl 

we might want to consider, that is, you make . the recommendation 

concerning consideration of dividing up the functions of the· 

DCI, and we also make some ·recommendations here about consider-

ing the possibility of dividing up the Agency itself. They 

don't have to go together, but they can. In particular, if 

... ~" ~~~,_r-! ... 
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you separate the functions of the DCI from the head of the Agen l 

yet wish him to retain a stro~g analytical capability, you 

could still retain line authority over the analytical portion 
. ' 

of this now-divided Agency, and while having a different comman 

arrangement for the clandestine -services. We could ·consolidate 

those two recommendations.· in the same .-place, if you wish, and 

that might make for a somewhat clearer discussion of the 

problem. 

In other words, it would start out by saying something ·· alo g 

the lines of that final paragraph • . If all the . recommendations 

made by this committee are · implemented c;lnd .the. proposals of the 

President are implemented, we could t(ike a d:lose look .at 

dividing them up~ and ih addition,-we also think there are 

other issues which woulk fit in with that. It is worth taking . I 
a look at whether the ·f1 .. mctions of the Agency shouldn't be 

. ' 

further subdivided •. 

Charles? 

Mr • . Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, so that you don't think .that 

by silence either Ms. Culbreath or myself indic-ate any kind of 

agreement with this, Senator Tower has personally _asked..ithat 

he would be reserved on'this entire section on the reorganizatio 

of the CIA. 

Senator Huddlestonl All right. 

With 'that notation we will accept the proposed alteration . 

that Dave mentioned. 
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1 Mr. Maxwell. May I just ask, would both of those go 

ij 
here' rather than earlier, and the reason I raise the ~ue~tion 

3 is that although they are closely tied, the DCI recommendation 

4 flows·directly form that analysis that has been done on the 

5 DCI.section, ~nd the reason for pl~cing this her~ in the first 

6 instance·is that it flowed from the question of collection, 

7 covert action and production. 

8 · I am not sure whether we might not lose something for the 

9 ·reader by amalgamating them. 

10 Mr. Aaron. Well, I think you clearly, you just.havea 

11 choice. You can either lose the reader because you have now 

12 got to refer to a set of other similar and if·not integral, 

13 congruent proposals which are, you know, some 40 pages earlier i 

14 or you ?re going to lose something by virtue of having that 

15 thing here,· in which case the reader is going to have. to rememb r· 

16 sort of what· transpired, and in either case --

17 Mr. Maxwell. And another suggestion, that is, that the 

18 first paragraph of this, that {t be left here, the first 

19 paragri;iph be the Committee has "see Section X, proposed 

20 strengthening the DCI in the following ways,·~ and then intro-

21 duce it, intrbduce that idea here and tie it to this, rather 

22 than trying to force them· together. 

23 Mr. Aaron. I think that's a good idea. I think you have 

24 to recapitul~te what you have said in a brief compass. 

25 Mr. Inderfurth. May I ask, just so I know what we are 

Tn I' ~le,-11' r!T 
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1 referring to, what is the basis for the reservation? I mean, I 

2 am not challenging··it. 

3 Mr. Kirbow. I want to make it absolutely clear for the 

4 record that the Senator, by letter to the Chairman, asked that 

5 he be allowed to just note his reservations, and his reservation· 

6 would not be stated by the staff but would be stated by him at 

7 the appropriate time before the Full Committee, and the Chairman 

8 had agreed that the Staff Member would. be allowed to do that, an 

9 I don 1 t think it is proper at ··· this time for me to try to 
. . 

10 decide what the Senator•s position is ·on it since he has . not 

11 explained it to me in detail. 

12 Mr~ Inderfurth. Well, the only reason i: ask is that _we 

13 . are recommending · the oversight cornrni ttee look at this, .not that 

14 they exclude it. 

15 . Mr. Kirbow. I don•t think Senator Tower can be compelled 

16 at this point to debate with the staff, and ·I didn 1 t debate it 

17 with him. 

18 Mr. Maxwell. May I just make two further · comments? One 

19 is the first bullet on 52, is the problem seen by some people 

20. in the intelll.gence community; and secondly, on 53, I think 

21 under the proposal that there be two agencies, one for analysis 

22 under the DCI and another for clandestine· collection, that would 

23 raise the question of the ocr•s ~~ a strain being put on the 

24 ocr•s time as well in regard to m~naging . another not inconsidera J 

25 agency of 2000 people and a fairly substantial budget, and that 
... ,..._ ft fl!!!. P if" IIIII ..... 
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1 I'm not sure whether that shouldn't be noted as well. 

2 Ms. Davis. The point is that he wouldn't lose the strain 

3 on his time because he would take with him some part of the . 

4 agency. 

5 Mr. Maxwell.· That's right. 

6 Mr. Aaron. Well, would you like·~ to propose a fix? I 

7 · might just say that he is supposedly doing that now, so the 

8 neteffect would be a reduction, that the implication that 

9 it would be a total reduction was not correct. So how would 

10 you like to put that? 

Mr. Maxwell. Simply that if the DCI, the present 

12 proposal -- the other proposal was to .split the DCI from 

13 any responsibility for a particular agency because that was the 

14 thr.ust of the consideration, and that here, too, there would 

/ 15 be a problem for those people who believe that the· DCI 

16 should be split from any managerial function, direct Agency 

17 managerial function, that there• still would be a managerial 

18 responsibility. 

19 I can try to draw a sentence. 

20 Mr. Aaron. Well, wait a minute. If you're trying to 

21 make a case, I do not· know of any recommendation that the 

22 DCI should -have no managerial ·authority. The poirit is · that 

23 he manages an operating agency operating in .the sense of 

24 collection. Nobody has . challenged that there is some conflict 

25 of interest inherent in both managing resources and producing 
.Tf'I\D ~~;.nt=T. 
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. 1 finished intelligence, nobody. . ·so far as ·I am aware of, there 

2 h~sn't · been any problem adduced in that d.1rection. The probl 

3 · is adduced in the -direction of allocating resources and 

4 running a large collection op~ration and .a research and 

5 development activity. That is where· the conflict would be 

6 seen. 

7 .r.tr. Maxwell. I thought it at· least implied, and Mr. 

8 Graham's comments about the DCI's, there was a question of 

9 whether when military people produced finished intelligence, 

.10 the DCI was not as well in a po~sible conflidt of interest 

11 position with the finished intelligemce produced by his agency. 

12 I 
. , 
'I 13 

Mr .. Aaron . . · ·Well, that is a · point of . view. 

Mr. Maxwell. That was my understanding of at least one 

14 . thrust of Mr. Graham's testimony. 

15 Ms. Davis. Well, they had considered himi just put 

16 him in with just a very small staff and' leaving the analysts 

17 over there. 

18 Mr. Maxwell. It's not an important point, but that I thou ht 

19 it might be important. 

20 I'll try to mak~ a :fix on it. 

21 . Mr.· Aaron. · Well, if it • s not an important point, let's 

22 not ma~e a big --

23 

24 -

25 

Senator Huddleston. Make it a small fix, will you? 
-.... 

· All right, where are we now? 

Mr. Aarort. We are no~ at the Section G, Intelligence 
... ,.,.. ..... "! ""' ,. ....... ._ 
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1 Liaison, which picks up with page No. 73 . . 

2 All right, the next section, Intelligence Liaison, on page 

3 73, it is also ex~remely brief, but I think import~nt. We have 

4 run into the question of li~ison : from time to time, but we have 

s · not made a careful examination ofit. My own view is that that 

6 was a sensible thing to do, given the sensitivity and importanc 

7 o-f these activities, and the fact · that we were not particularly 
. . . . 

_8 looking into the propriety of tho~e activities, th~t an 

9 investigatory approach would not have served us well across the 

10- board. · But it is ah extremely important dimension to · our 

11 intelligence,and if one does. not .' understand. it, one does 

12 not get involved in knowing something about it, you miss an 

13 · awful lot of what the intelligence community, particularly the 

14 CIA, is all about.. 

15 We ran into quite a bit of it, or I ran into quite a 

16 bit of it in my travels'· particularly in Europe, where our 

17 principal liaison ~rrangements take place . . It is~ I think, 

18 · something certainly worth preserving and· protecting. 

19 On the other hand, because of its importance, -. it seems to 

20 me that we really also ought to simply point for the oversight 

21 committee in the direction of making clear that this is an 

22 extremely : important element. 

23 Now, the recommendations go ·to the suggestion that, in 

24 the point that treaties are approved by the Se~ate, executive 

25 agreemerits are reported, and ~e believe the Director of 

Tn" ~~~!,...,~.,. . 
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1 Central Intelligence should report to the oversight committee 

2 on the nature and content of all.liaison relationships with 

3 other intelligence services. 

4 Now, that phrase ''nature and content of all" is in 

5 brackets, I think out of concern for the sensitivity of thes~ 

6 activities. The question is where does one draw the line. 

7 My own view is that "nature and content of all" captures the 

8 kind of authority that one would like to see the oversight 

9 committee exercise. The discretion that they exercise would 

10 really be up to them. The notion of simply reporting on the 

11 relationships is a much vague~ one, perhaps it is broader, but 

12 in any event, that is the alternative. 

13 Mr. Quanbeck. I have one·comment. This may be a little 

14 misleading because it is my understanding, although we have 

15 never received official information, that elements of the 

16 DOD, including the individual services, also. enter into 

17 agreements with foreign intelligence groups, and I don't· know 

18 how well these are_ coordinated wi.th the DCI or CIA. Certe1,inly 

19 NSA does, and I know of a couple of cases where the Navy does 

20 too. 

21 Mr. Aaron. Well, it might_be_well to add here the 

22 Director of Central I~telligence and any other intelligence 

agencjes should report. 

( '\ 24 Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, the brackets on that were to 

25 highlight in this recommendation the problem that I think we 
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are going .to have. ou·r recommendations. are not necessarily at 

this time planned to be exposed to the age~cy for clearances 

or to see if they do not have, . or if they are classified, rathe 

I just believe that the nature and content of these liaison 

relationships probably is the most serious sources and methods 

information available· in whic~· they engage,,and I just point 

out that to require· that this ·· should be reported goes to a 

thing that I think the oversight committees and these .comrnittee 

have very carefully avoided over these investigations. 

Senator Huddleston. Well, I don't think it does any great 

abuse to the paragraph to leave that out, if your case is 

strong enough. 

Mr. Kirbow. It is obvious that. a good oversight committee, 

or an oversight committee should be aware that you would 

have a. rather close working relationship of some sort with the 

XYZ country and the agencies, or even more important is in 
. . . ' 

certain of these countries, even where they are not friendly 

to us openly, we have very close working relationships with 

their intelligence groups. It would be very ·-_: this is very 

.tenuous. 

Mr. Miller. You want ' to know what obligations the Uni~ed 

States enters into as a ·result of this relationship. 

·Mr. Kirbow. What do we owe them type thing, and 

not necessarily the day ·to day working relationships between 

how you are going about doing .your cbllecting and trading-offs 

.,.".. ~ .... ,. .. ~.,.. 
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1 and _things like that. 

2 Senator Huddlest.on. You have got to kpow something. 

3 You couldn't enforce No. 2 if you didn't have some 

4 information. 

5 Mr. Aaron. That is correct. Let me give you an example 

6 of one which I have some extensive and very fascinating 

7 dis.cussion during my travels, and I think we should · go off 

8 the record here. 

g Senator Huddleston . . Off the record. 

10 (Discussion off the record.) 

11 Senator Huddleston. I think in this case we ought to 

12 take the brackets out and 

13 Mr. Kirbow. And leave the words in. 

14 Senator Mathias. Well, let me give you an example of 

15 why that might be desirable. I made a .visit to a friendly 

.16 country riot too long ago, and the oth~r day when we requested 

17 our tBI files~ one of the items that I discovered' wa~ a comple e 

18 memoranda of my conversations in this friendly country. 

19 Senator Huddleston. That was in the FBI file? 

20 Senator Mathias. It was _ in my FBI files at the 

2 Mr~ Kirbow. What that really means is that it w_as. picked · 1 · 

22 up under our CI feedback, counterespionage or counterintelligen e 

23 feedback, through the CIA. 

24 Senator Mathias. :t know who did the recording. I can 

25 put a name on him and everything, but I was not aware at the 
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time that the conversations were taking place. 

Senator Huddleston. That Senators would be under surveil-

lance, you mean? 

Mr.· Kirbow. I will say something that Senator Mathias 

didn't hear earlier. My earlier comments, and the·reasons the 

brackets were put there by Mr. Aaron initially was that I 

felt that when you use the words 11 nature and content of··all 

liaison relationships," that we might be speaking to sources 

and methods, but you know, the oversight committee is· going to 

avoid sources and methods like a plague anyway, so I don't 

see anything wrong with leaving the words in •. 

Mr .• Aaron •. Well, I think just to echo that, and to argue 

the other side of the case for just a moment,· the only real 

reason· to be less explicit about this is that it might deter 

other countries f~om ~anting to enter into such agreements 

·because· they would think ··that this is going to be open 

sesame with the Congress. 

Now that, I think, is the most telling reason to be purpos 1· 

vague.. The oversig~t Committee will do whatever it wants, you 

know. 

SenatorHuddleston. That's true. The though~ occurred 

to me a moment ago, just announcing that might cause some of 

them to be a little reluctant. But .at any rate, I don't 
.· 

se~ how we can carry out the responsibility. 

Senator Mathias. Well, but that's in writing, and these 

.,. " "' fl!! r ,.. ... •.,. 
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friendlies are nervous as hell about this. Embassies just 

twitch around town hearing mention of the subject. 

Mr • . Miller. You have to give in order to get. 

Mr. Kirbow. In that respect, Mr. Chairman, and since 

the minority member is present, too, one of the other minority 

members of this Committee, specifically Senator Baker, had 

asked ·me to make mention to you as the Chairman and any of 

the other members his concern that ·the recommendations were 

not -- the findings and recommendations were not in some way · 

going to be carefully considered by the Agency to ·prevent 

just what you discuss~d, that mere public~tion of this being 

made available. to the oversight committee may cause some · 

serious effects on the relationships, and tha-t we could ask the 

agency not to change this, necessarily, but to state a position 

on what effect would this have if it were made public,: or that 

type of thing, that he was going to make a formal request to 

the Subcommittee, and wanted to kind of have your feelings 

on that. 

I felt at this time it was appropriate to make his request 

known here. 

I think the problem arose. on the Domestic Task Force. 

where the General Counsel had advocated against any contact 

between the executive branch and the findings and recomrnen

dation.s part of the task force. 

Senator Huddleston. I thought Chairman Church had indicat d 

TnP ~S:.~~I=T 
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1 .· that they would look over the whole report. 

2 
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Mr. Kirbow. I thought that also, and he had,,and that 

is why he asked me to broach it to the Subcommitte~. Specifical } 

you recall a couple of days ago we were talking about, with a 

group of witnesses from the CIA, what would be the effect of 

a public announcement that the CIA'had relationships with 

480 something academic institutions, and so many individuals: 

there, and .they said it. would cause serious harm to their 

activities in that. That is the sort of thing that I think 

he was specifically wanting the agencies to be able to go on th 

record, so they fully unders.tood what the committee. was doing,, 

not necessarily that they were going to change· their position. 

Mr. Inderfurth. The appropriate, time,·. I think, would be 

after the full Committee has completed its review and approval 

of the recommendations. 

Mr. Kirbow •. He did not move to an exact.procedure, but 

just that the desire should come out. 

Senator Huddleston. Well, I can see that this kind of 

recommendation here on the staff would cause some nervousness 

. on the part of 

Mr. Kirbow. And you could find out, you know, well, it 

bothers us and we can live with it, is one.level, or it 

cre~tes harm or serious harm, or it is a disastrous escalation· 

or whatever the positions are. 

Mr. diGenova. Mr. Chairman, in that regard, and I was 

.,. ,..,. ,. ~ r-,.. ra r- -r 
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1 thinking about this the other day, I think and the Committe 

2 has looked into an area and done a study .on it, and certainly . 

3 wants to make a recommendation. It could still decide, for 

4 example, after consultation with the Executive Branch that .this 

5 did pose a sources· and methods problem, bu.t there is nothing to 

6 stop the Committee from having a classified version of its 

7 recommendations which wou-ld be transferred to the President 

8 . of _the United States, which would eventually set out for the 

9 Agency, so there . would be no misunderstanding, that it was in 

10 fact, going to look into liaison services. You wouldn't neces-

11 sarily have to say that in -public. · That's just an example of 

12 · the kind of thing that the Committee could do. The Chairman 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

could transmit a letter :to the President of the United States 

testifying to the fact that he was making an effort to protect 

some valuable information, but the Committee was not giving 

up any authority by not mentioning it in the public document. 

I thirik that is something the Committee may want to 

consider. 

Mr. Kirbow. Mr. chairman, I don't want to call for any 

ki~d of decision. Obviously I don't have the arithority. But 

he just wanted me at some appropriate ·time to make that known 

to you, and I had 

to go to the Full 

elected to do it·· today because these are 
I 
I 
I 

Committee nextweek, and I · wa.ited until 
:- . . 1 

Senator Mathias has arrived. 

Senator Huddleston. Do you have any further thoughts, 
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1 Mac, on this? 

2 Senator Mathias. I think maybe Joe's idea of a classified 

3 section may be the answer, either that or Senator Bakers. 

4 Senator Huddleston. I don't think we need to be too nerve ~ 

. 5 about No. 2, the fact that we are going to require· them to not· 

6 get involved in things through liaison that we're not permitted 

7 to do otherwise. 

8 Mr. Aaron. I think Joe's recommendation. is a "good one. 

·9 If you read Recommendation J against 1, if you deleted the mate i 

10 in the brackets, it would tend to imply that you got much less 

11 in 1 than you would get in 3, and liaison people could not be 

12. too unhappy about 3. because they're really talking about non-

13 intelligence matters.-;bein'g used, just using secure intelligence 

14 channels to do it·. 

15 However, if that were the case, I think you really would 

16 want the content of 1 as it is now. 

17 Mr. diGenova. Absolutely. 

18. Mr. Aaron. And we might put a footnote on it to the 

· 19 Committee here in that this would be supported to a classified · 

20 . letter. to the President, the Director, the Agency and the 

21 oversight Committee whenever it came about, stating that 

22 our recommendation was in fact fuller than this, and was, you 

23 know, made mor ambiguous in the . public text in order to protect 

24 sensitive channels, or1something to that.effect. 
i . 

25 
. 1 

Senator Huddleston. 
I 

I think that I would approve of that l"' ... 11! .. ,.. ......... 

I 
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1 approach. I think that !we can work that out. 

2 Mr. diGenova. The icomrnittee may wish ~o do it in other 

3 instances, or they may ~ay no, they don • t want to do. this. 

4 

I 

Mr. Aaron. I take : it the second one doesn't cause any 
I 
I 

' 5 problem. 

6 Ms. Culbreath. Elliot had a suggestion· on that one which 

7 I'm going .to try to interpret he~e, on the second one, on the 

8 second sentence. 
f 

9 Mr. Aaron. Well, let me say, the .second line says, "encou . a 

10 with actibn," and the "~ith~ c is a typo that comes out. 
i 

11 Senator Huddleston:. "Should be Pl:'Ohibi ted from engaging," 

12 shouldn't it be? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Mr. Aaron. From engaging and causing, funding or 
j . 

encouraging. 
I 

Senator Huddlestonl. The. way it is is prohibited to 
I 

engage. 

Mr. Maxwell. 

I 

I wJnted to try to make the second sentence 
I 
l 

a little .. bit clearer, a:nd I · can read it and see if it does. 
I 
I 
I 

Furthermore, the fact that a particulal:' project, action 
I . 

or activity of the CIA !is carried , out · throug~ or by a liaison 

service does not relie~e the CIA of its responsibilities nor 
I . 

clearance within the EJecutive Branch or with Congress. ., . 

We may be making it a little bit clearer. 
I 

Ml:'. Aaron. . Well, I ~et me just say one thing here, then. 

·we really in the ·first : sentence have to say, iiaison 

TOP SIJ:~~I:.T 
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1 relationships with other foreign intelligence services, .first of 

all, and then down here, through a foreign liaison service. 

3 Mr. Maxwell. Okay, through or by. 

4 Mr. Aaron. Through or by. 
( 

5 · Okay, I think that·' s a good fix. 

6 The third recommendation, let me explain that, there 

7 occasionally, . a :negotiation or agreement will be struck through 

8 · an intelligence channel, in ord~r to give it a sort of super-

9 secure quality, and I think that because it has been done in 

10 liaison, that has been a way of protecting it, not only f~om 
' . 

11 unintended public disclosure, but al~o from disclosur~ to 

12 c:ongress which had li tt:le or no access to these kinds of 

13 information. Once it was labeled intelligence information, you 

14 had a number of barriers to its dissmination., appropriate or 

15 inappr6priate. This simply requires that if this takes place, 

16 and there are real agreements that occur as 'a result of it, 

17 that these have to be brought to the attention of the 

18 committee. 

19 Ms. Culbreath. How is this related to the existing requir -

20 rnents regarding treaties and agreements .with other. countries, o 

21 any other kind that you might have? 

22 Mr. Aaron. Treaties, as you know, have to require advise 

23 and consent. Executive -agreements must be reported to the 

24 Senate. 

25· Ms~ Culbreath. Even secret executi~e- agreements? 
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1 Mr. Aaron. That is my understanding. 

' 2 Mr. diGenova. They have a specific definition, however, 

3 and I don't know if a liaison type service --

4 Mr. Aaron. This doesn't fi.t into that . . It is kind of a 

5 further refinement~ . 

6 Ms. Culbreath. This is just intended to get .. . ·at contracts 

7 with liaison services to do things fo~ us? 

8 Mr. Aaron. No, it is not for intelligence or intelligence 

9 related like tovert action. It doesn't deal with that. It 

10 deals with really other rna tters. For example, I think certain 

11 nuclear agreements are worked out in intelligence channels 

12 because they provide a super secure way of doing it. :. 

13 Ms. Culbreath. · But those would also have to be reported 

14 under existing requirements to 

15 Mr. Aaron. They have not been,- or I'm not aware of it~ 

16 Ms. Davis. Well, that's something r ·don't know. 

17 Ms. Culbreath. Well, that's what I don't understand. I'm 

18 trying to figure out if this is already required somehow or 

19 another· to go to Congress. 

20 Mr. Aaron. I don't believe so. 

21 Mr. Miller. Well you see, Elizabeth,- this . is the whole 

22 problem. There is a whole range of activities · that range 

23 from be k~rid of thing that David describes, which may be 

' 
24 . simply a technical mean~ of obtai~ing an ~greement, to exchange 

25 of ~quipment; money, people in some cases~ 

Tn" c~,.Jti:T 
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1 Senator Huddleston. Is this within the agency of governme t 

" 2 now? 

3 Ms. Culbreath. I .mean the Agriculture for instance, 

4 if the Agriculture Department has a secret agreement with india 

5 would that have to come through this channel or go to our 

.6 oversight committee? 

7 Mr. Aaron. Well, let's take a hypothetical but I think 

8 a real kind of example. 

9 If there were a special agreement made with Iran~concernin 

10 breaking the oil embargo, and how money was going to be spent 

11 and how much oil they were. going to try and get; out and what 

12_ have you, and this was negotiated through an intelligence 

) I 
13 chann~l because that's how the Shah or the U~ited States 

14 wished to negotiate this, if you will, cartel type agreement, 

15 that agreement would not ordinarily come to the Congress in 

·16 any ot~er way. Congre~s would have no knowledge of it. 

17 Ms. Davis.. And if probably wouldn't, even if it came thro g 

18 intelligence channels.! 

19 Senator Huddleston. What we are asking is any time· the 

20 intelligence community is used as a negotiating instrument for 

21" the government, that we. ougl")t to know about it. 

22 Mr. Aaron. That's right, and the fact that it is being 

23 used is not an excuse or justification for not following 

\• 24 through with these other reports.· 

25 Ms. Culbreath. Well, tha~ helps me to understand it. I 

TOP ·SECRET 
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1 don't know about anybody else. 

2 Senator Huddleston. All right~ 

3 Let's move on. 

4 Mr. Maxwell. The budget paper is on its way .over, and 

5 here it comes now. 

6 (Pause) · 

7 Mr • . Aaron. Turning to Section VIII, let me explain a 

8 little bi~ of the history of it. 

9 The Defense Task Force did the primary work on the 

10 budget along with a consultant that we had, formerly as9ociated 

· 11 ~ith . the Bcire~u of the Budget, but I think it is safe to say 

12 · that in essence this distills the. analysis and judgment of 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

the Defense Task Fore~ concerning the intelligence bud~et 

·questions. It cannotldo justice to it because·it is an 

extremely rich and usjful and interesting analysis that .they 

put together, and I . t~ink we are. a loiJ.g ways toward getting a 

I 
good portion of that declassified and available for the overall 

I 
report. 1 

I 
I 

Now, it doesn't ippear under the Defense Department 

section because in tetms of . findings . and cone his ions and 
i 
I 

recommendations, or findings artd conclusions in regard to the 

budget, it doesn' t :o I to So~called budge~ is sues, in other 

words, are we spend~ng 
1
too much or too l~ttle or so forth, but . 

I I 

they go to the .question! of how does the budget fit into the 

25 Congressional oversight problem. 

TaP ~I=~RF.T 
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1 And we went over this paper a couple of times, and most 

2 recently, even after we last went over it, it contained both a 

3 section on the numbers relating to the budget and its structure 

4 as well as the arguments for Congressional oversight and the 
' 

5 constitutional requirements, and what we have just done 

6 Elliot made the point that it· really made more sense to start 

7 out with· the basic charge of the Committee, which was what 

8 about the Constitution~! questions, what about the Congressiona 

9 part. So it starts out now with something of the introduction 

10 to the Constitutional a:nd Congressional issue, and then'goes 

11 on to the issues of the numbers. 

12 Now, there is app~rently a sentence missing. 

· Mi·. Maxwell. Yes. on· page 107, the· first full paragraph 

14 ends with the sentence, "While this represents 1 percent of 

15 the Federal budget, it constitutes 10 percent of the control-

16 lable Federal spending." A sentence was dropped in the typing 

17 that.should go before that sentence, and the sentence is 

' ' 

18 "The Committee found that the foreign and military intelligence 

19 community spends roughly $10 billion a year on intelligence. 

20 activities." Then the next sentence, "While this represents 

21 1 percent of the Federal budget, it constitutes 10 percent 

22 of controllable Federal spending." 

23 Mr. diGenova. Elliot,. the 'word "bothn after the "U.s.· 

\ 24 Constitution" should be in brackets, also, because that is 

25 a debatable question. 

Tt.\~ Si:~RJ!T 
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1 Mr. Maxwell. . That is correct .• 

2 Mr. diGenova. The word "both. 11 

3 Mr. Maxwell. In the third full paragraph. 

Mr.· Aaron. I just wonder i.f it wouldn't be useful to add 

5 just . to the very firs-t· sentence that the Committee finds that 

6 a full understanding of the budget is required, for effective 

? . oversight. I think that is the first of our findings here. 

8 Mr. Quanbeck. ·In . the second sentence, .I would recommend 

9 the budget procedures, that should be -the . secrecy procedures 

10 presently employed. The . budget procedures are s .traightforward, 

11 are the same used for the rest of the Department of Defense, 

12 but the secrecy~ 

13 

14 

Mr. diGenova. Hol about the secret budget procedures? 

Mr. Quanbeck. The d~ta is what is kept secret, the· 

15 procedures are not. 

16 Mr. Aaron. Can · yo? say the pr'esent secrecy surrounding 

17 the budget makes it --
! 

18 

19 

20 

. Mr. Kirbow. I don't want to n~ecessarily dwell on that 

b b · 1 · · I h · -i d -. · ff. ·t f th. t. h t ecause 0 v~ous y 1t 1S,. t e cause ar e ec 0 every 1ng a 

goes on in this ~rea, ~ut pro~edure~ adopted by the Congress 
. i 

is not made more fully aware. I 
I 

I 
22 

23 

24 

I d6n't want to make it a~pe~~ that just because of the bi 

. secrecy surrounding thJs, it is t~t~ally secret, . and as long as 
. - . I . 

we adopt a procedure; t~at we are gf1ng t.o recommend that it _ 

25 stay secret; Really, it is the Con1gressional procedures that 
- I 

TnP S~~I;'I=T 
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I 
. I are preventing the Congress from full expoSure. 

Mr. diGenova. How about "emp1,oyed by the . Congress itself~' 
Mr. Kirbow. . Budget review. I 

I 
Mr. Aaron. Well, ~t isn't ent~rely fair to put·· the 

t . b d h c . .h 1 . - . . en 1re ur en on t e ongress. T ere 1s no quest1on that the · 
' i 

executive has gone to great lengths! to insist that this be 

secret, and the Congress .have . cornpl~ed, the appropriate . I . 
. I 

committees have complied. · 

Now, whether in the absence of, that they would still want 

I 
i to do that --
I 

Mr. · Kirbow. I think secrecy srrrounding the budget 

procedures --

I Senator Huddleston. · Is it necessary to put "public" in 

there also? 

Mr. Aaron. I refer to you. 

Mr. Ma~well • . It may not be appropriate in that sentence, 
. I . 

but the problem is that the thrust ~f the Constitutional requir 
I 

I 

ment goes to the public rather than ~ to Congre~s alone, and 
I . . 

. . I 
because the public was to serve as a check on Congressional 

I . 
pr6cedures, th~ pubiic is unable as lwell. 

. . . I 
Senator Huddles.ton. I understand .. 

I 
· Mr. Kirbow. We could -:-- it certainly doesn•,t exercise 

! . . 

23 oversight. 

24 Senator Huddleston. we ·could use·the words "full 
i 
I . . 

25 underst~nding," which would seem to ! imply to me that the 

TnP ~I=~AFT 
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1 public ought to have all of the details. 

2 Mr. Maxwell. That could be dropped there because · I think . 

3 it is clear later on. 

4 Ms. Culbreath • . Nell, Mr. Chairman, that gets to some of 

5 · the discussion ab6ut how much ievealing of the budget js 

6 necessary in order to meet the requirements of the· Constitution 

7 and that is not something I'm sure we're going to fully stap 

8 up to. 

9 Senator Huddleston. I've got afeeling that we're not goi 

10 to suggest that the full .Constitutional requirement be adopted, 

11 it would be my guess, is that right? 

12 Mr. Maxwell. I certainly would not recommend full disclo-

13 sure of the budget. 

14 Senator Huddleston. But here we seem to be implying that 

15 they have to have a full understanding, even down to the 

16 general public. 

17 Mr. Maxwell. Well~ why don't we strike public there, 

18 bec~use I think the -- we do make ·the point clear in other 

19 · places ·. 

20 Senator Huddleston. Well, we mentioned Congress. Make . it · 

21 ,.even Congress ... 

22 ·Mr. Maxwell. Well, let's focus initially on Congress. 

23 I think it g6es to the public after. 

\ . 24 Senator Huddleston. All right there, Dave? 

25 Mr. Aaron. All right. 

TnP ~l=r.PI:.T 
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1 Let me see if I understand it. 

2 You want the "even Congrees"? 

3 Senator Huddleston. Well, what about that? That seems 

4 to me to emphasize it. 

5 Mr. Aaron. That's fine. It's "even Congress as a 

6 whole, to make use of this valuable oversight tool." 

7 Senator Huddleston. That makes it possible for Congress 

8 to exercise its appropriate oversight responsibilities. 

g Senator Mathias. Generally that whole section looks 

10 all right to me. The Reconunendation 94 is the only question . 

·11 
I would have. 

12 
Hr. Kirbow. Mr. chairman, since I asked that it be bracke et 

13 
the discussion I had with the staff, ~nd I suggested that the 

14 
current statutory law of the nation, and the rule that you 

' 

15 
have adopted in·· the Senate, require any Committee oversight 

16 
on intelligence or otherwise, to do whatever it has to do 

17 
with the Budget Committee, and you don't want to recommend 

18 
against it. It is already a rule. 

19 
Mr. Miller. We have had inquiries, for example, from the 

20 
Budget Committee to this Committee. 

21 
Mr. Kirbow. As to how you would do it, or whether. or not? 

22 
Mr. Miller. Whether you would and how you would do it. 

23 
Would an oversight committee 

\ 24 
Mr. Aaron. Be the people to do it? 

25 
Sen.ator Mathias. I just think that they are going to work 
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1 those out. 

2 Mr. Kirbow. Obviously if there were inadequate security 

3 arrangements., two chairmen could decide that the Committee 

4 ·itself is able to get more information than would be made publi 

5 I think you can spell out more here, and it becomeskind of a 

6 recommendation that later becomes a · law that you can make it 

7 more rigid, then flexible. 

8 Senator Mathias. Nell, you also have a problem, if you 

9 talk about the Budget Committee, you're also going to have to 

10 _talk about the Appropriations Committee, so I would say strike. 

11 this. 

. 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Senator Huddleston. Strike 94~ 

Senator Mathias. Otherwise I have no problems. 

Mr. Aaron. Now, 93 has two brackets on it, and they are 
' . I 

somewhat different. Th~re is a recommendation that it -- it 

has three recommendations in it, if you will. The ·· first •is 

to authorize the release~ bot~ authorize and release an . 

18 annual figure. To be more precise, it is to authorize a 

19 national intelligence btidget and release a total figure. The 

20 · second recommendation is that it release the figure for each 

21 major agency. 

22 Now, I think the authorization point is picked lip in the 

23 pr~vious sentence, because if you're authorizing the budget as 

I 

24 a whole, you're really i goin~ to have t6 authorize things~ not 

25 orily the agencies, but maybe even categories within agencies~ · 
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1 So the real issue here is whether these agency budgets 

.2 would pe made public. · That would include NSA, CIA, DIA, the 

3 · Joint Reconnaissance programs and so forth, the total for 

4 each one of these. 

5 Now, back in the texi of the findings we make some 

6 comments about those organizations, and some of their costs, su r 

7 · asthe Agency . itself. If wedo not want to-release those sub-

8 findings, we may not want ~o include those costs, part{cularly 

9 those of the CIA. 

10 On the other hand, we had some di~cussion at the staff 

11 level about the possibility of recommending that on an annual 

12 basis there be released a global figure; if .you wilL for the 

) 13 ·· en-tire intelligence co~uni ty, and not a more detailed breakdow , 

1 4 but -that this one . time ~or the purposes of our investigation 

1 ~ · and so ~s to gi~e a rel~ti~e -- an appreciatiori for the 

16 relative allocation of .. effort within the~intelligence c_ommunity 

17 we might give a detailed breakdown, yet recommend that this . i . . 
18 is the last time, in effect, that we are only going to do this 

19 once. 

20 You can see how it :works now. This is evidence of what 

21 it is that goes on in the intellig.en.cecommu~ity, but that ~or ·. 

22 security reasons we don't think this ought to be a common prac-

23 tice. 

24 The further recommendation in that paragraph, in the · 

25 last bracketed sentence really urges the oversight committee 
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1 to do more in the way of releasing informatipn in this area~ 

2 It should be contrasted · to a finding bn the top of page 107, wh 

3 is in brackets, which has the oppo~ite thrust, and it says that 

4 the Committee . opposes a more detailed public itemization than · 

5 whatever it decides to release·. 

6 So the last sentence in Recommendation 93, the Committee 

7 really has tw() choices. It can either urge the oversight 

8 committee to try to exppse this problem more within the bounds 
- I . 

9 of national security; o~ it can try to go on record as saying, 

! 
10 really, it shouldn't gal any further than this. The argument 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

I 

I . 
on behal£ of the last a~ternative, which is to go on record as 

i 
I 

saying this is as far a~ we ought to go, is that I thitik it 

will help assauge the fFar that exists in the executive 
I 
I 

branch that. once you re;feal . any numbers, even if the · numbers 
I 
' ' 

themselves are probabl~ not going tp b~ detrimental . in any way 

to the national security, . this will only feed pressure for 
. I 

' 

more detailed exposure, : and thatif we agree with the point 
l ' 
! 

that , there should notbe more detailed exposure, this ·will be 

most reassuring to the 'executive branch and help keep from 

happening a process which both they and the Committee would 

find undesirable. 

Mr. Quanbeck. By way of explanation, the analysis we 

23 did would be that we can release the aggregate figure every 

24 year,and it would be virtually impossible to pick out changes, I . . . . 

25 significant changes in proqram~. It's so aggregated and there 

·TOP SECRET 
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1 are so many variables that you couldn't do it. But I believe 

2 if you went on an agency by agency basis, especially the NSA 

3 and National Reconnaissance programs, that it would be possible 

4 to detect the addition of new progiams or major cryptological 

5 effort or something like that. 

6 So I don't think -- our a-nalysis would lead us to believe 

7 that the · aggre·gate number is what we should work toward. 

8 Mr. Maxwell. There is some conflicting testimony about 

9 that. I think Charlie has gone over the recoFd, and I have. 

10 The past Directors 6f the CIA have come down at varying positio s 

- I 

11 with regard to component disclosures and their effect on 

12 riational security. They all agree tha~ there is a su~stantial 

13 danger of people nickel : and diming o~ figures, so that sooner 

14 or later an enormous amount ofdetail gets out. But Hr. 
I 
I 

15 
Schlesinger . did not take a position that component surveys 

I . . . 
. ! . 

16 
posed ..:.- the component figure, the aggregate figure for CIA 

1? 
posed a real danger, .while Mr. Colby did. Mr. Helms again 

;18 
took a po·sition that he was not generally oppos-ed to it, and 

19 
when the former Comptroller of the Agency, Mr. Clark, was 

20 
asked precisely th~ point about revealing new programs in . 

21 
regard to CIA, he took the position when he was Mr. Colby's 

22 
Co~ptroller, Mr. Colby asked him whether in fact it would 

23 
reveal hew programs, he.said he . couldn't find the evidence that 

24 
. it did. 

25 
Hr. Quanbeck. But that's the .CIA, but I'm addressing NSA 
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1 ' and the National Reconnaissance Programs. I think it is a 

.... J 2 ?~ 

" 
different probiem there. The NRO is much more system oriented 

3 and doesn't have that vast overhead that remains constant. 

4 Mr. Kirbow. It is almost solely constituted in major 

5 hardware expenditures, and .if we can go off the record just 

6 a ·rnoment. 

7 Senator Huddleston. Off the record. 

8 (Discussion off the record.) 

9 Senator Huddleston. My personal feeling all along is that 

10 if we showed an aggregate budget, it would be trouble~ 

11 Mr. Kirbow. I would say iri regard to Elliot'~ positioh, 
'• 

12 in regard to the Cotistitution, that .he 1 s not calling it a 

13 cure-all. 

14 Is an aggregate budget enough to satisfy the Constitution 

15 in li~ht of the .Natibnal ~ecurity matters in the eyes of the 

16 Congress. 

1? It seems that if we tried that the first time and got 

18 beat, either on the floor or from the oversight committee or . 

19 wherever, that you'd have to live with it, but if you sold it 

20 a coup1e of times and no real harm accrued to either the 

21 · American public .or the :conqress, you might find that . as times · 

22 change you coulq do so~ething different. But clearly you could 
. . 

23 very much harm yourself. Now, not a ~ingle witness has said 

24 th( !Y couldn't live with the total aggregate. 

25 Mr. Quanbeck. There are other programs· going on in the 
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Department of Defense not related to intelligence that are done 

in complete secrecy. 

Mr. -Kirbow. And indeed they are and are approved by the 

Armed Services Committee as classified projects, and not even 

revealed in detail there. 

Mr. Maxwell. I thd..nk Ch~rlie sums up accurately my own 

feeling about the need to protect the national secririty, and 

the fact that total di~closure .or even disclosure in · signi~ican 

detail would not be appropriate at this point. I think, how-l . . . . . 
ever, that the point sfuould be made that the purpose of the 

Constitu~ional requirelent should ~e fac~litated a~ much a~ I.. . . . . 

possible, given the limits that National Security would pla~e 

upon it. 
I 

I 

I 

If one took the ag_gregate budget, I think Congress would 
I . 

be in a better position·· to make some judgments as .to whether 

they would like this a~ount of money spent. At the same ~ime, 

the public would be able. to see that · $.10 billion or roughly 

$10 billion was being spent, · but there ·, my own £eeling, based 

on the record that I have taken a look , at, is that to say that 

the CIA, for instanc~, was receiving ~750 million, would not 

pose that threat. It is already clear from Mr. Marks and Mr. 

Marchetti, for whatever fortunate reasons exist, that the budge 

is pretty widely known, and I think it is pretty unlikely 

that we could maintain as a serious matter that the 

enemies of 'the country donJt know wh~t the rough figure is . 
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if, in fact, there was a new program either in NSA or CIA. 

You also have to understandthat Mr. Schlesinger took the 

position that that could be done, if one ~id it, in · regard to 

outlays rather than obligational authority. For instance, the . 

KENNAN program was funded over a period of time, so it wasn't 

as if the total cost of the program showed up, and I think the 

same would be true with the ·situation in regard to other 

intelligence agencies. I mean, that is one possibility. 

The second possibility is, if there.was a bump, according 

to Mr. White and other people in the DOD task force, even 

in regard to CIA's budget, from my discussion with them, CIA 

bl 1. ; b I · h. • b d h h · was una e to exp a1n umps 2n .t e1r u get process, t at t ere 

. : ~ i 
were a number of explana.t.ions, internal cuts · in personnel 

. .' j ~ 

efficiency or whatever;·jThe only point that I am trying to 
1 
I 

make is that insofar as we can provide information to the 

public which helps them.~xercise their functiori in deciding 

wh~ther Congress is allo~ating their iunds properly, and inso~ 
' . 

far as we can facilitate : congre~sional oversight by saying 

that funds are appropriately addressed to particular agencies, 
: , ' I 

we increase the likelihood of bett~r · oversight, and that each. 

time that we have to looK. and see ·what the effect would be on 
. :f 

na tiona! security • ·· i 

My own sense, and that's a personal judgment, that it 
. 
I 

could be done in te~s of, aggregate program, or the . total in 

CIA, if. this were . in fact seen as a particula.rly, as a figure 

T~D ~i:~PJ:T. 
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l The national objectives 9f an intelligence community are 

2 determined in probably 10 percent of the -- excuse me, for .. 
3 10 percent of the amount·: of money. that we. know we are going 

4 to continue to monitor the Soviet Union with our Spies in the 
. ',:1 . 

5 II 
Sky, and you can pretty:well estimate what that kind of budget 

If 

6 is going to be. ; tf 
I!: 

; ::I 
·'If the C6ngress oi~'the executive had any way of truly 

! il,ll 
determining'what the ncittonal objectives would be in the 

7 

8 

!I intelligence community oy-er a five year period, I think then 

: II 
you should require the Agency to come forth and put its plans . :: l 
~gainst those, but I ju~t don't see how in this case here, 

9 

10 

11 

having the oversight ofJ
1

lhe. intelligence community, that you 
· I :H . · · 

could compel them, beca~se that's what you're really going . jH . · .. r'll 
to try to do, to determine what the national objectives are 

out to the fifth year,j1~ainst which they are going to match 

12 

13 

14 

15 

. I ~ : 
each and every one of their requests for funds. . li ! 

The second part on1 ·the hardware system, I don't see. any 
jl : 

16 

17 

18 serious objection to it~~ Someone has to authorize those thitigs 
I -t 

19 so you can get the handle on proper costs and whether you're 
I 

20 getting other systems 9~f of the sky, when you are putting 
' I :. i 

21 up new ones, and I thinkl it should stay in there, but I think 

22 that as it is worded, i~ is an unworkable situatio~. 

Th~ first part. 
I 

23 Mr. Inderfurth. 

24 Mr. Kirbow~ Princi~all~, yes. 

25 Well, I 1 might say that'my understanding 
TriP. s~eP.:.T 

and Mr. Aaron .. 
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1 believe me,. this is strictly personal; this is not Committee --

2 my understanding is that the efforts to get the Department of 

3 Defense in particular to provide five year force · budget 

4 projections which they do for themselves, to get· them to 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

provide it for·congress has not been successful. 

Mr. Kirbow. Excuse me, I think that is ·wrong, because 

at its initial inception of five year planning, when· Mr. MbNama i 
I 
I . 

was Secretary, it has betn furnished to the Senate Armed 

Services Committee, at least for the six years that I was 
1; 

'I 

in the Senate. I donit know if ~hey were in the detail that 

l ' everyone thinks they should be, but they have the five year 

forecasts. 

senator Huddleston~ ~vell, I don't see requiring anything 

there the Committee would ask for. You know-,. when they come 

up before the Committee lhey are going· to ask for it, but I'd 

let it go. 
' ; 

I 

Mr. Kirbow. You just want to delete that, Mr. Chairman1· · 
. I . 

Senator Huddleston. Yes. 
' 

Mr. Aaron. The ne*t recommendation deals with a point 

20 which I think isquite important to keep in mind, and that is 

21 that we have talked about the National Intelligence budget and 

22 contro:l. over it and whati it should do and authorizing it, but 
j 

23 

24 

much as we give the Director of Central Intelligence earlier 

. '· I · . · -- . 
in the paper the authority to keep an eye on · the tact1cal . . . I . 

I 

25 budget, we sort of have to give that or recommend that the 
Trir- ~~lf'-B~T 
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I 
I 

oversight committee also :keep an eye on the tactical budget, 

simply to insure, for it~ own sake, :that the tactical budget is 

really, contains just tactical things. 

Mr. Kirbow. Not used to : hide national programs. 

Mr. Aaron. That's r~ght, and also there are some simple 

questions which are going to have to be resolved, for example, 

I like the Kennan, and what is tactical, and they are going to 

h~ve to define that, and you really can't define it without 

looking at what is tabtical. 

And so this is by wJy ofinakirig that point. 

lb ~ ld. . 1 . Ms. Cu reath. An · ~ 1tor1a po1nt. 
' 
I 

Db you want to delete the first four words and put 11 The 
I 

Committee~'? 
·\ 
I 
I 
! 
I· 

Mr. Aaron . . 11 The oversight committee shquld 11 ? All right. 

15 I don't think "carefully'! adds that much . 
. I 

16 Our next recommendation goes to the recommendation that . ' 

17 ·the GAO be empowered to conduct full audits. We took out 

18 . something of this . character from the proprietary section you· 

19 will recall~ on the theory that we .were going to be providing f r 

20 it here. 

21 Mr. Kirbow. Excus• ~e,.oavid, ~idn't w~ take it out 

22 because we already had it in the oversight bill? 

23 

24 

25 

Mr. Inderfurth. 

the oversight bill. 

i 
Noi 

. I 
In fact, it was also take~ out of 

Mr~ Kirbow. It ~as taken out because we have the authorit 

TnP ~S:~II)I=~ 
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1 to do s6 at any time. 

2 Mr~ Inderfurth. But some of us were -concerned al:)out that 

3 because although GAO I 
have authority do~s the -- . 

' 

4 Mr~ Kirbow. No, 
, I 

don't have authority by · they any 

5 themselves. 

6 Mr. Inderfurth. They have the authority by the Committee~ · 

7 if asked · by Congress. Ho\</ever, despite ~the fact that GAO has 

8 been asked by Congress on occasions to look at various componen ~ 

g of the intelligence comm~nity, it has . had a great deal of 

10 resistance from the CIA, : from NSA to do that, ~nd so I've 

11 got a number of comments on this one that at the . appropriate 

12 

. '• . 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

time I want to raise. 
. ' 
' I 

Mr. Kirbow. Well, ·r think the latter part where it says . 
' ! 

"should be authorized to have access to all files and records 

of the intelligence comm~nity for the purposes of conducting a 

full audit as requested by the Committee" is ·something we 

should be sure that the executive understands that that's what 

we want done, that they <ilon't cut them off at thede.or like 

they did at the FBI. That first part of it, the business by 

statute, they should be empOwered to conduct. They are 

empowered· to conduct by statute now~ 

Mr. I 'nderfurth. It's ESP or. something. The comments 

Senato~ Hart wanted me tb make about this, Elliot, you wrote 
I 

' I 
this and maybe you can explain why. 

' I 

Mr• Maxwell. I didn't. Bill White wrote this. t am 
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1 willing to defend Mr~ White. 

2 Mr. Inderfurth. By · statute is inappropriate, and GAO 

3 would be opposed to that;. 

4 Mr. Maxwell. I would be opposed to it also. 

5 Mr. Inderfurth. In the last sentencet the results. of this 

6 .audit should be made available to any oversight , -- .well, 'Since 

7 the Senate is doing it --

8 Mr. diGenova. That•s the issue that the intelligence 

g community is going to make, arid that is that there should be 

10 GAO type people on the intelligence community. That is going 

11 to be their thrust ·against this, and the answer has . to . be that 

12 Congress picks who it hires to do its jobs and m~kes sure that 

13 they have security clearances, and it should be clear in here 

14 that .we are :. talking_ about the oversight committee probably 

. 15 literally doing that, . bringirig these people into the . committee 

16 quarters and having them do this operation out of the committee 

17 quarters, and whether or not we want to say that is another 

18 question. . · 

19 Mr. Maxwell. We might warit to . change this to read 

20 Mr. Kirbow. Excuse · me, let me ask, do you mean that you 
.. 

21 would think that the oversight committee would have the audit 

22 conducted within its spaces? 

23 Mr. diGenova. · No. ·· The people are going to be operating 
,· I· I 

\ . 24 . probably out . of committ~e, will be . consu.lting the committee 

25 during this audit process, and they will be operating from out 

TOP ~-=~~ .~T 
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1 of its quarters. They will be conducting an audit within the 

~ 
2 confines of the agency which they are investigating. 

<l 

3 
. . . 

Mr. Kirbow. Well, normally they conduct it from downtown. 

4 Theydon't conduct it from the committee spaces. 
• I 

5 Mr. diGenova . . I'm just talking about the problems which 

6 are going to come up, which is what the FBI said before. 

7 Mr. Maxwell • . CIA, £or instance, has rai$ed objection for 

8 having GAO do certain audits · for the oversight committee, that 

9 that material :would go irito the data ba~e that would be 

10 available for the GAO, and I have suggested that··in order to 

'I 

11 prevent that, .that the cdmmi ttee have staff who would be able 

12 to perform similar functions to those conducted by GAO. That 

13 · is . the objection tha·t Joe was trying :to raise. · 

14 Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, ·I think the problem with this -

15 and we tried it . out for several years in the A_rmed Services 

16 Committee, was to have two permanent people, : staff members, 

17 secunded there from the GAO, to do only investigative. It 

18 never worked, and we . finally had to send them back because 

19 they've got to have the same ·support from downtown anyway. · 
. I 

20 Two people cannot do thi!s kind of audit, or more~ 
., 

21 Mr. Maxwell. I think that's right, and I'll ju.st say, 

22 "at the request of the oversight committee, the GAO should 

23 conduct .audits both for compliance and for management of every 

24 components of the intell_igence community." Set:ond sentence as 

25 is. And the third, we can amend simply, "In order to conduct 
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1 these audits, the GAO should be authorized to have full 

2 access to all necessary files and records ~f the intelligence 

· 3 community. 

4 Mr. Inderfurth. L?~v·e off the last, about . the idea of 
' 

5 sending the GAO auditor:: over to the executive. 
1: . 

6 

. , . 
. I'. 

Mr. Kirbow. Yeah, 'i: iet the Committee send it if they 

7 want. .·Let the GAO furnis~ the audit · to ~he Committee is what 

8 you are saying. 

9 Mr. Inderfurth. Yes. 

10 Mr. Kirbow. I would agree with that, Mr. Chairman. 

11 Mr. Maxwell. Is th:e other way it was read to you acceptabl 
,, 

12 Mr. Kirbow. Yes .. : 

Senator Huddleston ·. I think we've got that one pretty 

14 well whipped then. 

15 . Mr. Aaron . . okay • . I'm not too well sure I understand the 

16 language fixes that go with all this. Can I get your fixes? 

17 Mr. Kirbow. Yes • .We are clear on this. 

18 Mr. Aaron. All ri~ht •. 

19 Now, you may think we · are done, ·but we are rot. 

20 We can now turn to Chapter X, General Recommendations. 

21 (Discussion off t~e record.) 

22 Sena~or Huddleston~ Let's go back on the record. 

23 Mr. Aaron. . I would recommend that we probably cannot 
. . p . . ' 

" I 

clean up the different j
1
1anguage points in here. What I would 24 

25 suggest is we sort of focus on the. principle involved . . , 

TOP SI:.~~I!T . 
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1 Senator Huddleston. ~t's take the first paragraph. 

2 Mr. Aaron. The first one essentially says,. or is explaine 

3 by the very first sentenqe, and th~ rest of it ·is a finding. 

4 Senator·Huddleston. Does anybody have any serious problem 

5 with'·that? 

6 Mr. Aaron.· I have some problems, even though I am here 

7 to defend all of this. 

8 · Senate~ Huddleston. As it is done now? 

9 Mr. Aaron. 
',, 

As it is done now, you have every agency 

10 essentially conducts it. :6wn security cleaiances, and. the FBI 

11 does a lot of leg work, but doesn't necessarily serve as the 

' 
12 sole organ for establish{ng s~curity clearances • . The Agency 

13 does- some of this, the ~;tate Department has its own security 

14 office, Arms Control in :my experience uses the FBI. · The White 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

House uses a variety. qver time it has used a variety qf 
:; 

instruments. 

Senator Huddleston ~ . What are we suggesting here? 
•· .,, 
,· 

Mr. Aaron. That there just be one place that does the 

security clearance and consolidate it. 

Now, the prQblem is your military services. You have 

2 million men under arms in this country, and ~hey give 

clearances up to the level-- I think .there are 2 million con-

fidential clearances somebody quoted to me, and that 'really 

isn't something you want ·to ask . the FBI to do. 

· So I would . just say that with the ·exception of the rnilitar 
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1 services, security clearances on access to sensitive informatio 

2 should be conducted by one Agency, .the FBI, and . just let it 

3 go. 

4 Mr. Kirbow. Well, ·_that would be a conflict with our 

5 Domestic Task Force, bot:~ because I think they are recommending 
- . _I 

6 that the FBI not conduc~ ,J these investigations. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

them? 

. · ~ 

Senator Huddleston~ 
1

• - Re_ ally? Where do · they want to put 
· II 

- !·I 

Mr. Kirbow. 

; : 
i, i 
\' I 

I'm not sure. 

Mr. Maxwell. I don't --maybe that's not -- I think they 
··l i 

have not centralized i~i in one agency. 
l 

They have said that 

in certain instances th~jciA would be cond~cting its invest±.:.. 

13
. gations. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Senator Huddleston. Essentially they are leaving it like 

it is. 

Mr. Maxwell. Except -putting firm limits oriv.fiatcan be 

dorie in the course of atrackground investigationi ~he kinds of 

methods fhat can be used~ the techniques that can be employed. 

'Ms. Culbreath. AliJ- I'm saying -- have we really 
I : 

developed any record on ~ this? I dbn't know what the agencies 

think, I don't know what· their reasons are to hold onto their · 
. ' 

own clearance processes . . I haven't seen any discussion of 

. . • i . 

Kirbow . . The cl~ission 
. I 

it. 

Mr. on Atomic Energy downtown has 

h~d such seriou~ restrictions that they would not take me . l . . 
Tt;\1' ~J:~RB;T 

i ' 
' 
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' 

1 today without doing _ ano~her full field background, Mr. Chairman 
I 

2 if I had just been. cleared by this Committee. 

3 Senator Huddleston ~ They don't accept anybody else's. 
I 

4 Hr. Kirbow. No, s~~, they don't. 
I 

5 

6 

7 

That•s !kind of the problem here, and I think 

people j I would agree, I don't think we have · 
. - . . I' . _- . 

any testimony on 1t. Almost everybody has had an experience 

Mr. Aaron. 

that most of the 

8 with it, or has had the same experience~ The real question, 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 . 

22 

23 

24 

25 

there-are some practical difficulties. I think Joe might . 

l 
attest to some in regai1 to the Glomar Explorer, when, in order 

to get- some security clEfarances for operational purposes, to 
I 

Clear. people who o~ t~e ~ onehand may be witting al!d maybe even 

people who are unw1tt1ngof the true purposes of_the program, 

building this huge ~hipr for example, the Agency, if I am 
I 

- I 
correct i on this, Joe, or incorrect --:-please comment one way 

or the other -- the Ag~?cy used a propri~tary investigative 

I . . . 
agency in order to do -the security clearances. ' l . . . . 

Now, this kind ofrecommendation would presumably set that 

' 

aside. That isn't the problem we are trying to get Cit, and 

I think that's the kind ' of thing you want to get ·around; the 

1 

general point that secufity investigations for intelligence 
I 

purposes -- there are q~hers -- ought to be c6nsolidated in 
i 

one place, that one agency should do the investigation, that 
' I 

. I 
this would eliminate a lot of duplication. 

I 

Senator Huddleston~ Well, there's a lot 6f others. They 
I 

· TnP ~I=~RI!T 
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check prospective judges. That's a clearance, isn't it? . 

Mr. Aaron. And the whole notion of a top secret clearance 

doesn't necessarily relate to intelligence ·information at 

all. 

Senator Huddleston. We want to be concerned with the 

intelligence operation. :. 

Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, the bigge~t single area is 

not even the military area. It.is the Defense contractors, 
I . 

each employee. of whom must · have this type of clearance. I tis 

:.1 
done through an industrial clearance. It is a massive problem .+ .. 

II' 
on which we should receive 

'I I. 
': . ,q"· 

Mr. Maxwell. Perhaps we should recommend to the oversight 

committee -- .,, · 
:··i 

•.· 
Mr. Kirbow. Why ~p we recommend in this area? Itreally 

. ' 
I i . 

doesn't fit our intelligence manual. 

Senator Huddleston: ~ . Are we thinking of the necessity to 

cen·tralize or to standa:rdize? 
' I . . 

: l"!': 

Mr. Aaron. I think both problems exist. Centralization 

· _/ 

19 · is ' i~portant in only one. It is important; , A, because it makes 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

. . 

it· possible to standardize, but also I think . that in 

connection with the notion of counterintelligence, counter~ ,. 

espionage, being sure 

clearance to somebody 

; I ~ • 

1ii . 
~hat yori are not giving ari intelligence 
·;\1 . 
. ': ·~ .. 
~ho shouldn't have · it, one of . the ,. . 

concerns is in the coun~~rintelligence function. This is one 
. . ~ ; . 

. ' 
25 of the arguments for the FBI doing it. They presumably have 

TnP ~-=~"~T 
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1 · files and all that kind of business. 
\ 

2 · I would tend to support Charles' suggestion that this is 

3 a kind of an idea to which we would like to give a little 

4 greater push, but we probably shouldn't try to be too specific 

5 about how you really solve the point. 

6 Mr. Kirbow. Just point it to the oversight committee 

. 7 without mandating. 

8 Senator Huddleston. If Dave and charlie are on the same . . . 

9 track, I think we ought to move that· one real quick. 

10 Mr. diGenova. · This is an area that is goirig to b~ of 

11 cnosidera~le i~portance because the CIA has used its 

12 investi~ati~e prqprietaries, which are literally security 

13 agencies, to do, as we know before, penetrations and probes · 

14 not only of contractor~, but to do serisitive bickground investi 

15 gations of employees of contractors as well. 

16 They did it once, they went out and set up a proprietary . 

17 in St. Louis and in six months had investigated very efficientl 

18 an incredible number of people who worked on highly sensitive 

19 Defense contracts, .and then closed up shop and left, and there 

20 is something to be said for that; but there is also something 

21 to be said for whether· or not they ought to do it at all. 

22 Mr. Kirbow. Let's go off the record. 

23 Senator Huddleston. Off the record. 

24 (Discussion off the record~) 

25 Senator Huddleston. Well, we point out some of the 

Tnn ~~t"IIICT 
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1 things that happened, and let'~ just suggest the ~hole system 

~ · ~hould be studied to see whether or n6t it should be eliminated 

3 Mr. Aaron. The second recommendation goes to the point 

4 that intelligence op~rations can have, and they are not al6ne 

5 in this in the government, but they can have important impli-

6 cations for the rights of . citizens of America and for the 

7 obligati6ns under the Constitution, and that in this area it 

8 would be .advisable to make an extra effort to have the 

.9 personnel involved in this fully aware of what the Constitution 

10 says and means, and they take an oath to uphold and defend 

11 most . of them and they don't re-ad the fine print·. 

12 So we suggest that maybe they take a look .at the fine 

13 · print. 

14 Senator Huddleston. I see nothing wrong with that. 

15 Ms. Culbreath. Mr. Chairman, if. I could just comment on 

16 this for: a ' mi~ute as somebody who worked. in an agency 

17 on the General Counsel's staff, and one of ·the things you run 

18 · into when you get other people in the agency being concerned 

19 about what the law is, is folks ttying to make d~cisions about 

20 things that need to be ~eferred to the General Counsel's offirie 

21 and 'one of the 'strong recommendations that we have made, and 

22 I think we have all agreed to, is that any important matters 

23 that the Agency is involved withi should go to . the General 

24 Counsel'~ office for reyiew for the ve~y thing as to whether it 

25 is a legal thing to do or whether i~ is being handled 

TnP ~-=r~I=T . 
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1 appropriately. I certainly wouldn't object to s6mething that 

2 emphasized this for employees, buti think we·have to be carefu 

3 in this area not to assume that because we do that that we are 

4 not going to raise questions and we are not going to have 

5 people deciding that they can look at it and because they have 

6 had this course they know that this is okay. 

7 Mr. Miller. The other side of this is -- and I speak from 
I 

.8 personaly experience, f~r example, in the Foreign Service in 

g the initial training courses for the junior officers going 

10 in, and I believe it is:the same in the Agency, that there is 

ll tradecraft training to some extent. There are courses in 

12 international law as it is useful to Foreign Service Officers~ 

13 There is a course in capsular practices, which involves leg~l 

14 situations and various matters, but nothing on the hws of 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25· 

the United States with ¥egard to their own act'ivities, just 

laying out where it can.be found, what the nature of it is, 
1 

just a straight, simple!..,._ it doesn't have to be terribly 

i· 

detailed, but an exposition of the ramifications of the work 
I· 

. ' I , 
that they do, how it ~mp~nges on citizens and on government, 

I 
that is all. 

And at all levels,• it seems to me a very sensible •thing 

to do for it tells them. about their own country, how the 

activities of their agencies imping~ u~on others. 

Mr. · kirbow. But, Hr. Miller, this would apply to the 

Department of Housing and Urban Development. '. . 
This would --
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1 where they have got 10,000 people down there·that can barely 

2 read. 

3 Mr. Miller. Well, I have got ~o objection to that. 

4 'Mr. Kirbow. And what you are saying is institute programs 

5 to teach them how··the Congress acts and the practices of the 

6 legislative, executive, and judicial? .This i~ about a three 

7 year course in government. 

8 Mr. Miller. Not really. 

9 Mr. Kirbow. You want to teach them, it should also 

10 d~scribe the practices of the legislative, executive and 

11 judicial branches of the government, and the obligations 

12 that all of the intelligence agencies have to each of the 

.. \ 13 branches of the government. 
I 

.14 Senator Huddleston. Personally, I think we can eliminate 

15 that part. I think we ought to have an awareness of how · 

16 their specific type of operation, which is perhaps_clandestine 

17 activities. 

18 Mr. Kirbow. You're sayihg in the intelligence agencies,: 

'19 · oh, those people, I agree, but I think if we go outside of our 

• . ·, - - . 1 .. 

20 1ntell1gence mandate -- . 

21 Mr. Miller. Well, 'there • s no intention to go outside 

22 the intelligence agencies . 
. i 

23 Mr. Kirbow. It says to institute in all agencies. 

24 Mr.Miller. All i~telligence agencies. 
\ 

25 Mr. Kirbow. It doesn't say that, Mr. Miller. I'm ~eading 

TnP ~I:.~~I;T 
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1 it. 

2 Mr.· Inderfurth. The second sentence, "all intelligence 

" 3 agencies." 

4 Sena.tor Huddleston. \ve say that in the first ·sentence. 

5 We· should also say it .in the second sentence bec.ause that is 

6 where our obligation is in this particular inquiry, and the 

7 objective of our committee relates to intelligence agencies. 

8 I further would suggest that we restrict that- training · 

9 :i program or. informational program to types of activities that 

10 intelligence agencies are in~olved . in such as clandestine 

11 activities, and how this can adversely affect the rights of 

12 citizens. 

) 
·."- 13 I would leave out pn 114 there, starting with the first 

14 sentence, leave that fu~l sentence out; as far as legislative, 

15 executive and judicial~ . 

16 Mr •. Aaron. So that entire sentence can come out. 

17 Senator Huddleston. ·Right,_ and I think they ought to be· 

18 aware, just as a policeman is given to be sure he. is aware, he 

19 is given a little card;to read the rights of any person he 

20 airests. · This is not t~tally analogous, but.he ought to be 

21 aware that the kinds of activities that he is l:i..kely to 

22 participate in may have ·some adverse eff~ct on his rights; and 

23 secondly, we have_ already put in here, "We recommend strongly 

24 that any person who sees something ·he believes to be wrong has 

25 . an obligation toreport it." So let's give· him something to 
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hang his hat on there. 

Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, in view of that last sentence, 

I find this an appropriate time to ask the Subcommittee to 

consider whether or-not in adopting many of the other things 

that have been recommended by the President, be codified into 

law, as he expressed them in his executive order. 

Does this Subcommittee intend to consider that provision 

that he has put forth in his messages to Congress on having a 

statute that would prohibit the Agee problems and those other 

former employees? 

Senator Huddleston.·. It is in here someplace •. 

Mr. Miller. If :you read D, Charlie. 
i .I 

. ! ._.; 

Senator Huddlestion .: Which makes me wonder why this 
j 

pa~ticular sentence is ~n this particular place, the last 
' 

sentence on 114. 

Mr. Aaron. It ~icjqt well go down to D. 

Senator Huddles~oJY It seems that when we are talking 
. : I·\· 

about ·P· rotectin_g secrets, it all ought to be down here. 
If . 

Mr. Kirbow. It all] ought to be in that one section if 

we are going to deal ,w~Jh the. employees' obligations to dO so. 
' . IF . . 

Mr. Inderfurth. ~.have a hunch, although Elliot can 

C:onfirm it,. that RecoJ~ndat~on C on security· functions w~uld 
I . 

I ~. . . , .. 

be a major finding and ~~commendation of the Domestic Task 
. . -~ . . 

Force or the Domes tid sdbcommittee •· Eliiot can tell us if 
I··! . 

. I 

that 'is a fact. That goes to quite a few of the CIA domestic 
I 
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' I j 
practices about infi~t~~tion and the rest. 

' i i 
I!' i 

I I I 
M~. Culbreath. ~idjyou mean to restrict this c to 

I I I 

) ~ 
. domestic functions? I · : ·, 

! l 
I : 

Mr. diGemova. No
1

, j .no . 
i I ~ 

87 

; I ,j 

Ms. Culbreath. r;eil, you don't want the ·FBI looking into 
. I .· ~ 

what CIA i~ doing in

1 

I!f~a, do you? 

Mr. M1.ller. No:, oJ course not. 

i i;j 
Mr. diGenova. :It :says the CIA's particular intelligence 

! ,)"l 
agency's personnel, ~hfch means personnel overseas~ 

l I. :~1 
Ms. Culbreath. I An:O. facilities overseas. 

'.t I .,. 'ii 
' ·i· Mr. diGenova. Ye~) exactly~ 

I rl . 
Mr. Quanbeck. Th:ift poses a problem for the military. You 

.. -1 
know; they have groups that do both law enforcement and 

•I 

security. 

. ' 
·I 
I 

i 
' I 

. . i' . 
Hr. K1.rbow. Mr. j:~a1.rman, here we talk about sec·uri ty of 

the people and instalH1.·~ions. A great part of the Office of 
. .,. j 

. . . .! 
Security is involved w:i:th the security that prevents their 

' ' : i: 
· people from revealing ~~·ecrets and other things like that. 

~- . .. . . 
I -~ . 

Don't we wish .thehlfto continue that operation? 
.· l !I 

Senator Huddlestob! The Office Of Security where? 
'' 

Mr. diGenova. 

Hr. Kirbow. 

functions. 

Mr.' diGenqva. 

'I 

:-.; 
At the Cia. 

~ 

And lib the NSA. That's one of their major 
I I 
I',) 
'l 

I~ ·~ays: "and s~curity related to the 
I, i 
i ' 

particular intelligenc~!agency's personnel." That covers it. 
I l 

... ~ ,.. ~- JP.!,. , ~,. ' 
i ~ . 

{' 
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2 physical security. 
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Well~ the seciurity of·the personnel is the 

I . 

That ~s the way it.is written. If-you are 

3 talking about the security of the government that are in .their 

4 possession, fu~t is whe{e the bulk of their investigati~e·and 

5 security work is done.' 

6 Senator Huddleston. What is the abuse we are shooting at 

7 here? 

8 Mr. diGenova~ CHAOS and the Office of Security proprietar e 

9 were used to infiltrate antiwar groups. First it~- grew that 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16' 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

there was a perceived ~hreat to the physical facilities of the 

DOD and the CIA d~ring!demonstrations. As a result of that, I . 
they penetrated domestic groups to gain information concerning 

attempts on the Agencyj:and it· grew into acounterintelligence 

operation of disruptinJ·their speeches and marches. 

I 
Mr. Quanbeck. This is gone into extensively in the 

I 
. I. . 

Mr. 'Maxwell. They: are going into CHAOS, domestic 

Domestic group. 

I 
security and investiga~ions. 

Senator Huddleston. The White House used that as an 
I • 

excuse. . I . 
I think iri-.essence it comes out this way, 

greal~~ detail .with the fact statements 
. ! 

. ·Mr. Maxwell. 

but it· is in much 

1 
23 behind it on the other side. 

24 Mr. Kirbow. Why d~n't we just veiifi that that 

25 which you wish to have·accomplished, Mr. Chairman, is taken 

Tt\P ~F~~~T 
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1 care of in that other recommendation, and that is that it be 

2 . bo~h physical and department security, so to speak, secrets 

3 type p~otection, if it i~ in the other one. If it is not, 

4 we will work with them. · 

5 Senator Huddleston. What do we do about this law 

6 enforcement activity? 

7 

8 

9 

~r. Kirbow. That:~ clearly over in their bailiwick. 

Mr. Maxwell. They have made statements. · 
" 

Senator Huddlestc~~ It has been pointed out that some 
i 
i 

10 of these activities ar• abroad where the FBI would not be. 
~-

Mr~ Kirbow. That f is correct. 

f 
Mr. Maxwell. The ( recommendation will be that the CIA 

11 

12 
I, 

13 would be barred from l~w enforcement activities abroad except 
' 

14 where they were specif i cally requested to, let's say, get 

15 information by the FBI I~ 
1: 

i 
16 There is an approyal mechanism ~et up there so that in the 

I 
' 

17 normal course of event~ CIA would · not be providing law enforce-

18 ment information. 

19 Mr. Inderfurtl:i. So · this Committee should recommend to the 

20 other Subcommittee that they look into their recommendation; 
I 

i 
21 the ~ltimate part. 

. . 

22 Mr. Kirbow. What I am saying, if you want to prevent the 

23 law enforcement activities of agencies overseas, you immediate! 

24 get into the drug business and the business of the terrorism 

25 and whatnot, and I would sure. hate• to see us adopt that sort of · 

TOP ~l=ePFT . 
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1 procedure. I hope. it is not intended to be included in our 

2 part of the recommendation • 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Hr. Maxwell. Even on the domestic side, the focus is 

on the rights of Americans; so that insofar as the CIA might 

intercept a conversation between two foreigners overseas 

. relating to drug tr·affi;cking·, they would be able to supply that 

I 
to the FBI. · The focus has been on how to be· sure that the 

I. 
I . 

rights of Americans -- ,I 
j' . 

-Hr. Kirbow. That !the ., American drug trafficker can '·t 

get caught by the CIA. j 
I 
I 

Senator Huddles toni· Well, I think we understand that. 
I 
I . 

Mr. diGenova. The:re is going to be a fight on that one 
' 

anyway. 

Senator Huddleston!. 
I 
I 

It seems to me what we are trying to 

do here is a~oid usirig ~he security 'function of the Agency as 
. 1 . 

an .excuse for doing oth'er things. 

. Mr. Kirbow. And w~ shou.ld proscribe against instead of 
I 

describing what they should do • · 
I· 

Senator Huddleston. That is what most of the first_ 

sentenc~ here does. 'l 
I 

Mr. Inderfurth. 
I Are we just going to leave this one 
i 

out? 

Mr. Maxwell. 

p~ople understand 

I 
.I 

Perhaps what we could say to make sure that 
I 
I 

we are ·concerned about that, leave the headin 
I , 

25 and say "See Domestic Report,'.'· and· that. way they can understand 
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1 that we want to coordinate and make sure that is covered . 

. ' 
2 Mr. diGenova. Maybe we should bracket the whole recommen-

3 dation. · 

4 Mr~ Miller. No, j~st say see the other report • 

5 Mr. Kirbow . . Mr. <;:~airman, there is a major effort under 

6 way by .the other staff on this one now to see . whether we have 

7 either .compatible or differing recommendations, and we should 

8 reconcile those and point them out ·to this committee as well as 

9 to the other subcommittee. 

10 
l . 

Mr. Aaron~ So is ~t suggested we just set this aside for 
'· • I 

11 now? I· j 

12 Mr. Miller. No. · ·Just say "See the Domestic Report." 

13 Senator Huddleston. See the Domestic Report and determine 

14 what is · the best way here to refer to that report. We might · 

15 want to make some statement. 

16 Mr. Aaron. I'll :J.eave in the subhead, but I'll take out 

17 the other. I ' .11 just take out the text .and say "See Domestic 
' . 
'• . 

18 Report." 

19 Senator Huddleston. That is where we stand right now, and 

20 I'm not sure whether it~s good or bad or whatever. 

21 Yes., and ~e ought to say whether a general sentence ought 

22 to be there. 

23 All right, Secrecy and Un~uthoiize~ Disclosure we get into 

24 

25, 

Mr. Miller. Yeah, ' this addresses Charlie's point. 
. I 

Ms. Culbr~ath. could we have the executi~e branch proposal 

TOI' SF1CR~T 
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1 to look at while we are talking about it? 

2 Mr. diGenova. This is the one that was included in the 

3 President's message. 

4 Ms. Culbreath. I don't h~ve one~ 

5 Mr. diGenova. · I don • t think i ~ • s here. · 

Mr. Kirbow. He have a copy of it in . the Committee spaces, 

7 Mr. Chairman. 

8 Senator Huddleston. Are we going to add a· penalty for · 

9 unlawful classification? 

10 Mr~ Aaron. I think I can say that Senator Mo~dale would 

11 · support that. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Senator Huddleston. I would agree if we can figure out 

how todo it. . ! 
i . 

Mr. Kirbow. \vhatl .. unlawful classification" means. 
. ! 

' Senator Huddleston :. : I think we should make a clear, valid 
'_ ' : 

definition of national ~~crets, including a precise definition 
'(l·. 

of sources and methods. I hope I am not on the committee that 

has to draft it. 

Mr. Maxwell. I think we may mean here that there should 

be a penalty for overclas~ification rather than unlawful 

classification. 

.Mr. Kirbow~ Not . ovetclassific~tion~ You do~'t want to 

punish •inadvertent clas(:iification. u'unlawful": is the key 

word, and unless you want to describe theparalt\eters of that, 

you can't pass a statute. 

T()P ~r:~~I:.T 
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1 Mr. Miller. Well the point is, where there have been 

2 inst~nces where things have been classified not because of thei 

3 value t .o national security·, because they ·are protecting the 

4 hides of those who are involved in sqme particular activity. 

5 Mr • . Kirbow. Well, that's classification to cover wrong-

6 doing is exactly what that is, but there .is classification, Mr. 

7 Miller, which does not go to national security. It. is in the 

8 national interest, and they go with a recommendation to that 

9 extent. · . 

10 Mr. Maxwell. There ls .also very little lawful classi-

11 fication that is done pursuant to an executive order rather tha 

12 by statute. 

Mr. Miller. All right, de novo classification is what you 

14 are say~ng. 

15 Senator Huddleston. You are saying "over" and Charlie 

16 says "unlawful," and I think if we are going to write the 

17 definition and put it into law, I think ... unlawful" is the 

18 correct word. 

19 . ·Mr. Kirbow. Mr~ Chairman, I just don't think I have ever 

20 seen a time .that you could draft a legally technical section 

21 like this. The CIA and the executive branch spent over six · 

22 weeks just trying to draw up a two page recommendation on 

23 am~nding the 1947 Act, and unless we look in some considerable 

\ 24 depth here with the lav,ryers as to the terms and phrases, we can 

25 get.you in over your head on a recommendation, and I suggest 

TOP sr;c·p~;y 
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1 w~ do that with this pa~ticular --

'. 
2 Mr. Miller. I respectfully di~agree. It seems to ·me. tbat 

3 sources and methods is an area that requires definition, and 

4 it jumped out of the proposal of· the President. The question · 

5 of disclosure ~s addressed by the President's recommendation · 

6 ' but not the idea of allo~ing for proper · disclosure. · 

7 Mr. diGenova. I tell you, the President is going to have 

8 to define it because if they try to prosecute anybody they 

9 ~re going · to ask for a definition of sources and methods, arid 

10 they are going t.o find the statute unconstitutionally vaque 

11 and not · be able to prosecute anybody.· They are going to have 

12 to come up with a d~finition if they ever intend to prosecute 

\ 13 · · anybody. 

14 Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Miller~ I don't disagree with you that 

15 the.re should be a balan~e betwe~n classification, overcla~si-. . . 

16 f_ication and under.classification ~ What · I'm saying is I've 

17 never .known the time that I could off the top of my head, 

18 and · I'm only a fa·ir country lawyer, can draft a legal document 

19 that will stand the ravages of court cases and tests sitting 

20 at a table. like 'this, vi~wing it for the first time. 

21 Mr. ~iGenova. Nobody is suggesting that it be done here~ 

22 Mr. Miller. We're not drafting it. 

23 Mr. Kirbow. We say there should also be a penalty for 

24 unlawful classification. What db you mean by unlawful 

' 
25 classification? 
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1 Senator Huddleston~ Well, we will let somebody else. 

2 figure that out. 

3 You won't know it, Charlie, until you write a law. 

4 Mr. Miller. We are just saying that it is a problem, an 

5 issue to be .faced, that's all~ · 

6 Senator Huddleston. I'm wondering whether or ·not we can 

7 take out the line referring to "seriously deficient." 

8 Ms. Culbreath. We can make our recommendation·. because 

9 we are not ciriticizing theirs . . 

' 10 Hr. Aaron. Well, perhaps · the thought is. 

11 Mr. Kirbow. The oversight committee does not consider 

12 that legislation. '· That was an amendment · to the 194 7 Act. Unle s 

13 . we do something here ina rec'ornrnendation, it is going to be 

14 ' 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

considered by the Comrnitteet.on Armed Services. 
' . , 

Senator Huddlesto~ ( You ar~ t~lking about 
. l, 'i 

Mr. Kirbow. The one the -President sent up. 

Mr. Miller. The oversight- committee which would have 

legislative authority w~uld . draft an omnibus bill . . He have 

recommended that all the way through, which includes recasting 

the 1947 Act. 

Mr. Aaron. 

Mr. Miller. 

agencies •. 

I might just ~uggest that for the --

Only ~h~ portionfuat -deals with intelligence 
I ' 

' 

i I: 
. ; i 

·\ ! 
Mr. Aaron. For th:~ ·~portion that deals with seriously 

d~ficientj perhaps the ~b~st way~to put this would sim~ly be 

TnP ~-=~·· ~J;T 
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1 to say it should be ame~nded. Their proposal should be accom-

2 panied. This is, I thi:nk; the thrust of the thought here, that 
·, . t 

3 if you are going to increase the penalties for the disclosure 0 

4 information, the concern is that there might well be sorrie · 

5 penalty or provision fen: . dealing with the retention of in!6r-

6 mation that really ought to be disclosed, and to try to come to 

7 some way to balance that~ I don't know that it is any harder 

8 to define one than the ~ther, probably, but --
·~ ~ . I . 

9 Senator Huddlesto~ . What does he . essentially do in here 

l. 
10 by amehding Section 102? . Is he adding penalties for dis-

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

'· . 
closure? 

Mr~ diGenova. It i~ an official secrets act, isn't it? 
' : i 

. Mr. Aaron. For pe?jple who have clearances. · 

Mr. Kirbow. It doesn't go to the newsman who gets the 
. I 

1: 
1 k • d I ' . h 1h' ea , ~t oesn t pun~s • 1 ~m • . 

Mr. Aaron. But lttoes deal with the people"that h~ve 
the information, and the\ concern that has been reflected -- and 

. I 
I .. I 

I will simply try to re:f :lect what I know to be Senator Mondale': .. 
concern which he holds · v:ery strongly, and that is that a lot 

of what we have come to , ifind out about this problem in the 
·. ' i . . . 

field of intel.ligence cb.mmuni ty has been because of disclosures 
. . f· .. 

·, . 
and one of our greates~ . \safeguards is the ability of people 

to speak out. The cou~t!ry has lasted 200 years without 
., . \ . 

. I 

provisions like this, ~:~~ it has done reasonably well, and he 

. I 
feels very strongly tha~ . we must be very careful about any 

Tt)D ~~~PS:T ... ! 
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further steps that we take. 

Now, I think the real problem with this paragraph, if I 

can say so, lies more, and I am speaking for ~yself, the real 

pr6blem lies · less in the question of whether one should try 

to frame some additional legislation that would try to 

protect us from our secrets a~ well as from their disclostire, 

but whether or not we want to endorse the President's proposal, 

' 
because this is kind · of . ~ backdodr endorsement of those 

particular proposals. 
i< 

extre:e::i::r:::l::~ittie 
may _want to consider that step 

. ~ 

Mr. Miller~ And the issue of whether there should be 
i 

legislation to protect n~tion~l secrets. 

Mr. Aaron. · Whether~here s~uld be additional legislation 

to protect, of the chara<;:ter the President· has proposed, and 

I don't know where the · cdrnrnittee comes out on it, but the 

thrust of this, while i~ ~~~talks about this additional area, 
1\ • 

. 'JI 
is to assume that yes, t~at is good, now let's do something 

more, and I'm not so sure 

Senator Huddleston. Well, it seems to me you come . down 

right here, and I don't know how this fits in, but we come 

down on the fact that yes, there ought to be laws arid penalties 

" I 
for unlawful disclosure of .classified information. Secondly, 

' ' 

there ought to be laws penalties against unlawful classi~ 

fication. Third, in order to accomplish either one of thes~~ 
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1 we have got to have de~lnitions for valid secrets and I guess 

2 precise definitions of· sources and me.thods • · 

Mr.Aaron. Valid secrets i11cluding sources an'd methods. 

4 Senator Huddleston. We need those terms clear. 

5 Ms. Culbreath. And also for the terms themselves, the 
. . ' . . 

6 terms · "lawful secrecy," ·· " lawful disclosure," and "unlawful 

7 classification," you've got to have definition for that, too. 

8 Mr.Miller. And something that has to be worked 

9 out. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

,;. I 
Senator .Huddlestoni : The legislation should . include the 

H ~ .. 
precise definitions for .·!:these. 

. :tjll: ·. 
Now, can we do thati? · :: r. ; . 

!;j: . 
· Iii, ' 

Charlie, we are n~ ~ ·trying on our own effort here to defin 
• ,, .. 

these things. 

Mr. Kirbow. We 

' ' ~ - ~ ; 
. ·~ ~ ; .. , I 

. Jf l 

ca~ take a shot at trying to draft those 
~ -: 

16 definitions. . \ik 
' '[;l t 

17 Mr. Miller. 

18 ·Charlie. 

•· •r ~ 4,_ 
. I.,J ~ 

Well, .)i: I don't think, we can or want to, 
] : 
• ~•I 

' i: ., ~· 
. · ·1. 

19 Senator Huddleston :: You'll have to get your oar in there 

20 . some other place. 

21 Mr. Kirbow. I just h.ate to recommend terms and phrases 
~ · .; 

22 where you don ' t know yet< what you mean. 

23 

24 

25 

Mr. Miller. 
~~ :; ·-~ : 

.. !,'1, 
Becau~~ we u~e them every day, because we 

~ : ~ l ~ ; 

right now as a · committee': ~ you know, we are going to the agency 
. l j· 

arid saying, because we are declassifying our docum~nts accordin 

TnP ~FeRI!T . 
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I 
1 to some understood thing about sources and methods 

2 Mr • . Kirbow. Mr. Miller., sources . and metbods is no 

3 concern about you and ·I. You and I are in agreement on the 

4 · subject. The only other thing, Mr. Chairman, because we 

5 cettainly don't want to go away from here thinking you want 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

i2 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

. 22. 

all of this in, 'in addition, the Committee .believes that 

Federal employees who have some reason to suspect that unlawful 

or improper acts are being conducted or are about to be conduct d 

under the guise of secr~c;:y should have access to authorized 
• t • . 

institutional groups inq~pendent of the organization that they 
I 

serve. The new Intelligence Oversight Board .is one such 

group ... 

Are we int~nding to cover all federal employees? 
l. 

Senator Huddlesto4~ W~ argu~d this out the other day, 

didn't .we? 

Mr. Miller. 

... .. . 
' ~ ' 

)1 ' 
''~' . ' ., 

Y h ):. ea , 1 ~e 
· I I ,, 

endorsed it. 
I• ' 

Senator Huddlestorii. :.f I don't· like the way this is written. 
'.:·11 

Mr. Kirbow. Now, do you intend that all Federal employees 

go to that group, ·Mr. Miller? You · say, .. In addi tiQn, the 

Committee believes that all Federalemployees ... 

Mr. Aaron. There's ~no ~'all .. in there. 

Mr. Kirbow. Well, that includes . all of them, doesn't 

23 .it? 

24 Mr. Aaron. It ' .s hard to say. 

25 Mr. Kirbow. Mr. Chairman, I don' .t think you want the peopl ., . 
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down in the Departmenb of Housing and Urban Development who 

felt··there was ·something unlawful goipg on to repor.t to the 

Oversight Board. 

Senator Huddleston. I think we ought to. attempt to confin 
. . I . . 

as much as possible our suggestions to the Intelligence 

Community, whether that ought to be _l in.that way, it probably 

should •. 

Mr. Kirbow. ·And di'rected. Here again, encouraging the 

Federal --

Senator Huddleston. Well, what we were trying to say the 

other day was that it could come to t~e Select Committee or 
; .. I' 

to the oversight committ·ee. 

Mr~ Kirbow. Direct. 

Senator Huddleston. Now, we went through that, how to 
. . . I . . . 

15. go through the Counsel; 'the IG, and the Intelligence Board, and 

16 finally I guess to us. :. : · 
: ·, 

17 Mr. Kiibow. What you are really saying is the door here 

18 is open, as the court of last resoit. 

19 ·Senator Huddleston. vvell,. what I want to do, and what I 

20. think is appropriate is that any Federal employee, really, al- · 

21 though we are not addressing ourselves'to the whole Federal 

22 tlureaucracy, but any person in the CIA or the FBI who ·feels:. in 

23 his own mind that there is wrongdoing going on, whether it is 

24 unlawful classification or whether it is som€ other, ought to 

25 be able, with impunity~ with impunity, ought to be able to go 
I 
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1 to some source and reveal that. 

2 Now, that doesn't mean that that autbmatically is going to 

3 mean that somebody is doing somethirig wrong, but if it is a 

4 group such as the oversight committee, then there is a .method 

5 of checking it out. 

6 Mr. Kirbow. Fortunately·, the m~jot:"ity of the Federal 

7 employees are covered, because all of the Department of Defense 

8 civilians and all of the military employees are authorized in . 

9 the . regulations of those ag~ncies that they can cont~ct their 

10 Congressman directly and have been, I guess, since the very 

11 beginning. 

12 Senator Huddleston. But just a Congressman. If ~hey had 

13 a specific place · like the oversight committee, I think most ... 

14 of them would be inclined to go there, and I think that would 

15 be a great plus for th~ Agency. 

16 Mr. Kirbow. That's what happens with the Armed Services 

1'7 Committee, Mr. Chairman, no.t all agencies, but frequently -·thos 

1~ complaints·. 

19 Senator Huddleston. They might go to the press if they 

20 don't have ·someplace to go. 

21 Mr. Miller. \'lhich is .what they have done. 

22 Senator Huddleston. · ~vhich is what they have done. 

23' Ms. Culbreath. Is it the sense, then, that if we revise 

' . 24 the first paragraph to . include the revisions with regard to the 

25 definitions and the injunctions to · the follow~on committee to 

T(")l' ~r=.~PJ:T 
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1 make these definitidns . and get them into law, that by what we 

2 did yesterday afternoon on establishing the procedures for peop e 

3 to go directly to the oversight board or up through channels as 

4 may be appropriate, that we really don't need the second 

5 paragraph, but because that gets taken dar• of by ~etting 

6 these definitions. 

Senator Huddleston. It does, except this would be a 

8 logical plac.e ·to put this when you are dealing with secrets. · 

9 · It would be a logical ·place to lay out the fact that a person 

10 who is charged with keeping · secrets . would not be deemed to 

11 have violated that charge if he . com~s to the proper committee, 

12 .is not going to be indicted for unauthorized disclosure if he 

13 comes before the Senate oversight committee and tells what he 

14 thinks. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Mr. Maxwell. A particular fact on that is Mr. Cotter, who 

was a devoted FederaL employee, worked for the CIA and later 
I . 

for the Post Office, felt the burden of· the Secrecy Oath that 

he had taken in regar~ to disclosure to his superiors in the 

Post Office about the CI~ mail opening. 

Senator Huddleston. And frankly, I think it would be 

21 more reasonable. to restrict it to this type of group. 

22 Mr. Maxwell. r · think if it should go anywhere, it should 

23 go to the oversight· Committee. 

24 Mr. Kirbow . . You mean the military man in Paris should 

25 go to ~his Committee instead of to the Arm~d Services 

TnP ~l=rP~T 
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Committee, or do you lmean just the intelligence community? 

· We should stick Ito the intelligence community as an 

oversight committee. 

Senator Huddleston. That's my jUdgment, and if the court : 

5 wants to expandit to everybody--

6 Mr. Kirbow~ Let thew do it. I agree wi£h that concept. 

7. Mr . . diGenova. The .intelligence community employees. 

8 Senator Huddleston.. If it was the FBI, the FBI, he 

9 could have a choice . . 

10 Mr. Kirbow. He ·could go anywhere he wants t,o, · but you 

·11 could open · the door is what you are trying to do. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Senator Huddleston. Do you see anything wrong with that, 
I 

David? 

Mr. Aaron~ The ~nly thing I would like is if the author 
I 

I 
of the original text ~ould help me but in redraftihg it. 

I 

Senator Huddleston. Did you write the original? 

Mr. Inderfurth. : ~he last sentence of that paragraph' ought 
I 

18 to be made a n~~ par~graph~ The ~uestion is, should th~se 

19 principles Lnste~d of provisions, perhaps, in ¢onsultation 

20 with the . Juqiciary Commit,tee, should th.at be a part of this 

. 21 as well? 

22 Mr. Aaron. Should join ·with another committee to draft 

23 this. 

24 Mr. Miller. That is a question that has been raised. 

25 Now, Judiciary has been working with this in several committees 
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1 it's been working in ~he area: of secrecy legislation for 

2 quite a number of - yea~s. There is a big body of experience 

3 there, .and it would be a sensible thing. 

4 Ms. Culbreath • . All right, would this, this last sentence 

5 would maybe fit better at the end of the previous paragraph? 

6 Mr. Aaron • . I'll leave · to you · the fix on .this. 

7 Senator Huddleston. I think the Committee should. 

8 instigate with the proper or appropriate other committee. The 

g main thing is somebody has got to give · the impetus to do it, 

10 · and if we are setting up a committee for that _purpose, it will 

11 have to go through th~ normal · legislative processes anyway. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18. 

19 

20 

So the Judiciary ;Committee is -- the committee is going 

I 
to wind up there anyw~y. 

Next is a Federal . Register for : Classified Executiv• 
. . I 

Orders be ~stablished~by statute. 

Ms. Culbreath. ~~ts would n\ean you cOuldn't have an 

executive order that could be ·immediately effective. , I 

I 
Sure. It means all .you've got to do is Mr • . Aaron. 

go down town • · 

Senator Huddleston. ~vell, suppose he has to move right 

21 now? 

22 Mr. Miller. Constitutional authority • . 

. 23 Mr~ Aaron. Yeah, but the Constitution has no suicide 

24 pact. 

25 Mr. Kirbow. Bill, \vould you ex plain on the record what· yo 
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1 mean by the sentence "No official of the United States could 

2 undertake a secret i~telligence activity except under a law·ful 

3 executive order pursuant to statutory or Constitutlional . 

4 authority." 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Mr. Miller. Staltutory authority. 
. . ! 

Mr. Kirbow ·• Do 1you mean executive o.rder or statute or 
I 

constitutional author
1
ity? 

· · You mean three Jiffer~nt things. 

Mr •. Miller. No, an executive order.is only lawful if.it 

·10 is a result of constit~tional authority or statute. 

11 Ms. Culbreath. 1You mean everybody has got to go out 
i 

12 and find out if·it ii lawful before they do it? 
I . 

13 

14 

15 

16 

I 

Mr. diGenova. Well, you know, Congress passes statutes 

and that is no 4iffe~ence than anything else. 

Ms. Culbreath. !Well, my. question is, do you need 

lawful? I 

17 

18 

Mr. Miller. We~l, all that is contemplated here is a 

I 
place for depositing ~11 of the implementing regulationsj 

19 executive orders or whatever names they are called. They have 

20 
been called various things throughout history. 

21 ·Mr. Kirbow. Why don't we stop after the word "lawful" 

22 then~ It goes very nicely and succinctly in that first two 

23 sentences, your requirement to put it in' the Classified 

24 Federal Register under appropriate. security procedures, .by 

25 whatever name called, before they are lawful, and once you have 

TOP SF-CRJ!T 
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1 done that 

2 Mr. Miller. All right, period. 

3 Mr. Inderfurth. All right~ but let'~ have the sentence 

4 that provision should be made for regular access to classified 

5 executive orders by appropriate Congressional Committees. 

6 Let • s p'Jt that ·in. · 

7 Mr. Kirb()W. I don't object to that. 

8 Mr. Maxwell. I would be a little hesitant; about that 
I 

9 th~t they couldn't h~v~ access at ~ny time. 
I . 

because it implies 

10 Mr. I<irbow. But; we have said we have access without · 

11 limit only of agencie~ ~nd whatnot. 
! 

12 Mr. Miller . . 
! • 

But 1n the executive field, all ord~rs are 

I 

13 deposited in the Federal . Register. There is an actual, 

14 physical plac~ where ~t exists. 
I 

15 Mr. Ki:J;bow. Yeah, they're all down there. 

16 Mr. Miller. At.'one period there were a few 
. I 

· l 

17 classified executive orders. Roosevelt dumped a few in there 

18 during the war, and what has happened is, as a way of getting 

19 around the requirement~ of the ~eople, they invented 

20 other terms and so on and so for~h. This is just a place where 

21 you can depo$it them. It is a recordkeeping center. 

22 Mr. diGenova. \vhat about the rest of the paragraph? Are 

23 you saying· it comes out? 

24 Mr. Miller. It is not necessary. 

25 Mr~ diGenova. All nat~onal security, NSCIDS and all that? 

.Tt\P ~I=,..P~T . 
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1 Mr. Aaron. Well, I would presumeif you are doing this, 

2 you had better be clear what you are. talking about. We now 

3 have executive orders. They exist, a classified executivet 

4 order registery exists. What is different about this provision 

5 is th~t it would say that things like NSCID~ are executive 

6 orders and must be so treated, and need to be deposited there. 

7 Mr. Miller. They have that effect on the bureaucracy, 

8 and NSCID is an orde~~ 

9 
Mr. diGenova. It is a~executiv~ order, but we have got 

10 to say it, we've got to explain what we mean by an ~xecutive · 

11 
o~der includes or is or - is not limited to. 

12 
Senator Huddleston. The only .other question I think ought 

13 
to be cleared in this is the emergency question, to be able 

to act immediately, if :.necessary, before Y. ou file . in the 
14 

15 
Registery. 

16 
Mr. Kirbow. This is the other one, Mr~ Chairma~, that 

17 
just both~rs me. We haven't even talJ:ed to anybody about this 

18 
thing. We haven'· t heai:d one word of what the problems are 

19. 
for them or anything else • . We really are kind of recommending 

' ' ' 

20 
off ' the top of our head here~ I s~e a need for something. 

21 
Senator Huddleston. Didrt.'t we incur a·lot of difficulty 

22 
in giving any kind of files? 

23 
Mr. Miller. We had a year's experience. 

24 
Mr. Kirbow. You mean, you had access to them. 

25 
Mr. Miller. And where they were, wh~re they lay; third 
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1 agencies~ You go to one agency ·and they say no, it is not 

2 there . --

3 Mr. Aaron. And physically we have problems of even finding 

4 some of this stuff because it was out on a rock somewhere. 

5 Senator Huddleston. Where are you ·saying this . is going to 

6 be kept? 

7 Mr. Miller. Just ,.probabty at the Federal Registry. They 
·, 

8 can just put a vault. 

9 S~nator Huddleston. Weil, work on that one a little .bit. 

10 We'll find a location for it. 

ll Mr. Kirbow. Well, I think we need to look at the whole 

12 .· problem·. This is a serious probl~m and a whole new procedur.e 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

for the government, not· just · for this one agency. 

Senat6r Huddleston. I think there is a lot of justificati 

and I think the Committee is goinq to want to insist on this. 
.. 

Mr. Kirbow. · .I'm: not in;:;isting ·we . do something right. ·· I : j s 
. . 

think w~ should ': do a ~ li~tle better sta{f job. 

SenatorHuddleston. I think we ought to clean it up a 

little bit, the concept. 

Mr. Aaron. All right. I will look to the author once .. 
\ . 

again for guidance · and direction. 

·Ms. Culbreath. So we are going to bring this one back 

to the Subcommittee. 

Senator Huddleston . . Well, if we meet again and have time · 

we will bring it back. 
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1 Mr. Kirbow. Because here we are saying that the directive 

2 of· the Central Intelligence Agency are executive orders. 

3 

4 

5 !' 

6 

7 

8 

Senator Huddleston ·. Well, haven It we addressed. inc ·our 

recommendations so far the requir~rnent that the recommen-dations 

of :the Central Intelligence Agency be reduced .to writing ·and 

be on file someplace? 

Mr. Kirbow. Yes, but not as executive orders. 

Senator Huddleston. I ;realize that;., but is that in there 

9 someplace? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Ms. Culbreath. r~ · that in there? 

Mr. Aaron. I'm not clear. 

Mr. diGenova. Well, this carne up the·other day, and 

this is why I wrote that 

these ' things are written 

note in the ·column, ·to be sure that 

down, and somebody said the· iJsue was 

15 discussed and it was n~ver clearly set out that we wanted 

16 o-rders of the Director ;never to be simply onU. We have never 

17 made that. point anywhere: in these papers. · We have alluded to 

18 it vaguely but never sai4 it directly~ I think we have to 

19 address the issue of oral orders~ talk about the~ and say 

20 we don't want them· ever again. 

21. ·Mr. Miller. Well,' this is another a_spect. 

22 Mr.· diGenova. Now, we talk about · oral orders dealing with 

23 actions, dealing with significant acti9ns. · 

. 24 Mr. Kirbow. Now, that .is going to have _ to be a very 

25 care~ully circumscribed thing. or you inhibit the day to day 

TOP s-=~"J;T 
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1 workings :of the government. 

2 Mr. diGenova. I think we have some examples, likP '-'lben 

0 

3 Allen· Dulles. was sinart enough tb order, in·December·of 1959, 

4 11 atithorizing tho~ough c6nsideration 6f the assassination of II _ . . . . . · . . 
5 :j Castro, I think that Is th.e kind of thing where we --

6 Senator Huddleston.; The question is howdo we do it. 

7 Mr. Kirbow. How far downthe line? 

8 Hr~ Aaron. I would recommend 

g Mr. I<irbow.. Only that things pertaining to these secret 

10 agencies be in writing and be maintained and be available to 

11 this Committee. It is a very essential thin9. You know, you 

kind of.seea lot of wha~ is going on if you see that manual, 
' 

12 

13 so to speak. 

14 Mr. diGenova. Well,that~s just a paper trick. 

15 Mr. Kirbow-. Mr. Chairman I are Y.OU . ready to close the 

16 record on thisJone? 

17 Senator Huddleston. I was ready, but Mr. Aaron comes 

18 along. 

19 (Whereupon, at 6:46 o'clock p.m., the Committee recessed 

20 subject to the call of the Chair.) 

21 

22 

·. ,..: 23 

24 

25. 
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